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New Desalination Technologies Spur 
Growth in Recyling Water 
Desalination has long been associated with one process — turning seawater into drinking 
water. But a host of new technologies are being developed that not only are improving 
traditional desalination but opening up new frontiers in reusing everything from agricultural 
water to industrial effluent. 

By cheryl katz 

A ferry plows along San Francisco Bay, trailing a tail of churned up salt, sand, and sludge 
and further fouling the already murky liquid that John Webley intends to turn into drinking 
water. But Webley, CEO of a Bay Area start-up working on a new, energy-skimping 
desalination system, isn’t perturbed.  

“Look at the color of this 
intake,” he says, pointing to 
a tube feeding brown fluid 
into a device the size of a 
home furnace. There, 
through a process called 
forward osmosis, a novel 
solution the company 
developed pulls water 
molecules across a 
membrane, leaving salt and 
impurities behind. At Trevi 
Systems' desalination plant 
in Tiburon, CA, fouled water 
is converted to drinking water 
using forward osmosis.When 

low temperature heat is applied, the bioengineered solution separates out like oil, allowing 
clean water to be siphoned off.  

This method uses less than a quarter of the electricity needed for standard desalination, 
making it easier for the technology to run on renewable power, said Webley. His company, 
Trevi Systems, recently won an international low-energy desalination competition and is 
building a pilot solar plant to desalinate seawater in the United Arab Emirates.  

With world water demands rising and extreme droughts like the one now gripping California 
expected to grow more frequent and widespread as the climate warms, drawing fresh water 
from oceans and other salty sources will be increasingly important. 

“Eventually, we’ll have to develop new sources of water,” said David Sedlak, a University of 
California-Berkeley professor of civil and environmental engineering and author of Water 
4.0: The Past, Present and Future of the World's Most Vital Resource. Desalination, along 
with wastewater recycling and capturing and storing rainwater, will be “three main pillars,” 
he said, to replace “water supplies that are going to become less reliable and less available 
in the future.” 

However, desalination is expensive, energy-intensive, and can damage marine ecosystems. 
Moreover, while seawater accounts for 60 percent of desalinated water today, Sedlak and 
others say it’s much more practical and sustainable to desalinate less-salty brackish water 
and use the technology to recycle wastewater. So companies around the world are working 
on new technologies that cut desalination costs, reduce environmental impacts, and 
broaden its applications. 

In addition to removing salt from seawater, technologies like Trevi’s also can economically 
cleanse brackish groundwater, industrial effluent, and other forms of liquid waste. That 
includes desalinating sewer water to recharge groundwater aquifers, which it will soon begin 
doing for a large urban water district in Southern California.  

“That’s what’s particularly interesting to us — we can run on really, really dirty water,” 
Webley said. “Where you really should start with this whole thing is, let’s squeeze 
everything we can out of re-use and then start talking about other options.”  

More than 17,000 desalination plants are now operating in 150 countries worldwide, a 
capacity that could nearly double by 2020, according to the United Nations World Water 
Development Report 2014. Desalination produces 21 billion gallons of water a day, 
according to the International Desalination Association, providing a crucial water source in 

arid places such as the Middle East and Australia. Major new desalination facilities are in 
the works in China, Chile, and elsewhere.  

However, the current standard technology, reverse osmosis — in which high-pressure 
pumps force water through semi-permeable membranes to exclude salt and impurities — 
uses large amounts of energy and has an outsized impact on the environment. These 
effects include damage to aquatic ecosystems, such as sucking in fish eggs with its intake 
water; using harsh chemicals to clean membranes; and releasing large volumes of highly 
salty liquid brine back into the water. Costs vary, but the lowest price for desalinated 
seawater from a reverse osmosis plant is around $750 an acre- foot (325, 851 gallons) — 
more than double the average cost of groundwater.  

Engineers and entrepreneurs across the globe are now trying to devise greener 
desalination. Some are inventing new alternatives to traditional reverse osmosis. Among 
them: Israel, whose own dependence on desalinated water has made it a world leader in 
the process, has come out with several state-of-the-art technologies, including a novel 
“semi-batch” reverse osmosis process developed by Desalitech that shrinks energy and 
brine, and a chemical-free “plant in a box,” produced by IDE Technologies; and Memsys, of 
Singapore and Germany, is working on hybrid-thermal membrane technology that is energy-
efficient enough to run on solar power.  

In the U.S., water-strapped California, leads in both innovations and needs. The largest 
seawater desalination plant in the Western Hemisphere, a $1 billion state-of-the-art reverse 
osmosis facility being built near San Diego, is set to begin producing 54 million gallons a 
day — supplying water to 300,000 residents — in early 2016. At least 15 other desalination 
plants on the West Coast are currently in some stage of planning, and some small ones are 
already operating.  

But residents’ concerns about the expense and environmental impacts like chemical use 
and brine disposal problems have slowed down and even halted some recent projects.  

“Desalination is a really a hot button issue in California — a lot of people oppose it,” said 
Aaron Mandell, co-founder and chairman of Water FX.  

Mandell hopes to quell those concerns with his company’s new process utilizing large 
parabolic mirrors to collect and concentrate the sun’s energy. Inside this solar still, pure 
water evaporates, while solids remain  

`We are tackling both sides of the water problem — disposal and reuse,’ says one 
entrepreneur behind. The system is currently being tested by a water district in California’s 
agricultural Central Valley, cleaning irrigation runoff tainted with salts leached from the soil. 
The demonstration is now producing about 14,000 gallons of fresh water a day — a 
welcome boon to local farmers who received no water from federal allotments this year. The 
company plans to expand and boost production to 2 million gallons a day early next year.  

Mandell points out that his salt byproduct is dry and can be mined for useful chemicals, 
rather than winding up with hazardous brine that’s costly to discard. What’s more, water 
districts and farms otherwise have to fallow land and lose income to dispose of the brackish 
effluent now being recycled into new water for crops.  

“We saw the opportunity to take something that was costing quite a lot of money as a waste 
product and turn it into something of value,” he said. “In essence, we are tackling both sides 
of the water problem ... disposal and re-use.  

“One of our biggest challenges,” Mandell said, “is that we are dealing with a lot of 
agricultural businesses that still sort of pray for rain. A lot of farmers do really rely on these 
seasonal water cycles. So getting people to think differently about climate change rather 
than just seasonal drought is definitely a challenge.”  

Researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Stanford University are 
working on a new desalinating method using porous carbon aerogel electrodes. The 
system, which they call flow-through electrode capacitive desalination, or FTE-CD, removes 
salt electrically. Although still in the early stages, its developers say the technique requires 
little equipment or energy, and the system could be scaled to fit any need: from portable 
personal devices to city water treatment.  

“In places like California, where there is brackish groundwater in large volumes, FTE-CD 
can provide potable water at a potentially much lower cost than sea water desalination 
could achieve,” said co-developer Michael Stadermann, a physical chemist at Lawrence 
Livermore. “For desalinating brackish water, we predict that this method could be up to five 
times more energy efficient than reverse osmosis.”  

<ReadMore> 
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NASA to launch CO2-tracking satellite 
By Tim Radford for Climate News Network, for theguardian.com 

The US space agency 
NASA is about to send 
up a satellite that will 
provide vital data for 
predicting future 
effects of CO2 by 
taking the measure of 
the planetary carbon 
budget. 

OCO-2, more formally 
known as Orbiting 
Carbon Observatory-2, 
is planned for launch 
on July 1 and will 
circle the globe, taking 
an inventory of those 
places on the planet 
that absorb carbon 

from the atmosphere (the sinks) and those places that release it into the atmosphere (the 
sources). 

Although the satellite’s acronymic name pleasingly evokes CO2, the carbon dioxide 
greenhouse gas that is now at higher levels in the atmosphere than at any time in the last 
800,000 years, this is pure accident. The first attempt to launch an orbiting carbon 
observatory came to grief when the satellite failed to separate from the launch rocket. OCO-
2 is the second attempt. 

“Knowing what parts of Earth are helping to remove carbon from our atmosphere will help 
us understand whether they can keep on doing so in future,” said the project scientist 
Michael Gunson, of Nasa’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. “Quantifying these sinks now will 
help us predict how fast CO2 will build up in the future.” 

Carbon dioxide exists in the atmosphere only in trace amounts: 400 parts per million. But 
humans are adding 40 billion tons of the gas a year by burning fossil fuel, destroying forests 
and quarrying lime for cement. 

Less than half of this total stays there: the rest is taken up by forests on land and by algae in 
the oceans. But quite how much, for how long, and how predictably, remains a puzzle. 

Climate scientists need to know more about sinks and sources to make more accurate 
predictions. And governments, planners and foresters need to know more about the ways 
the forest world absorbs and emits carbon dioxide. 

The new satellite will use onboard spectrometers to take hundreds of thousands of 
measurements every day to answer these complex questions of supply and demand. 
Researchers are also likely to match the data with other studies of the planet’s changing 
forests. 

Scientists at Ludwig 
Maximilian University 
in Munich − where 
records show that 
average temperatures 
have risen by 1.5°C in 
the last century − 
have been observing 
at ground level, to 
measure changes in 
the growing season. 

There are around 
16,000 species in the 
Munich Botanical 
Garden, and 
researchers have 
measured changes in 
leaf-out times for 500 
species to establish 
why the characteristic 
forests of the region 
are likely to change 
with warming 
temperatures. The answer is that some species burst into leaf when daylight reaches a 
certain number of hours, while some respond to temperature. 

This will put central European species − such as beech, which buds when there are 13 
hours of daylight, whether the spring has arrived early or not − at a disadvantage. Southern 
species, which respond instead to rising temperatures, will gain a growing advantage. 

Meanwhile, in the US, foresters have begun to resign themselves to inexorable change in 
the iconic forests of Minnesota. 

A report by the US Forest Service warns that, in the next 100 years, the evergreen white 
spruce and balsam fir and cool-climate deciduous trees, such as tamarack and quaking 
aspen, could give way to black cherry, eastern white pine, sugar maple and white oak. 

<Source> 

European Union Leads World on 
Efficiency, But Disappoints on New Target 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

After approving new, higher targets for 2030 for greenhouse gas (GHG) cuts and renewable 
energy early this year, the European Union voted on an energy efficiency target last week. 

Binding targets for 2030 are: 

     reduce GHG emissions 40% (below 1990 levels) 

     get 27% of energy from renewable energy (nuclear included) 

     increase energy efficiency by 30% 

The plan costs an estimated $52 billion a year and updates the EU's 20-20-20 plan, which it 
is on track to meeting, except for efficiency, which has been the surprising laggard.  

Across the 28 countries that comprise the EU, emissions are down 18% from 1990 levels 
(including outliers like Poland, which use mostly coal) and renewable energy supplies 
12.7% of electricity, heat and transportation. In contrast, the figure for the US is about 9.5%.  

Still, many are disappointed 
with the new targets. While 
they easily exceed other major 
economies, they don't meet 
the climate challenge. 

The European Environmental 
Bureau - the region's largest 
federation of environmental 
organizations - calls for a 
minimum 60% target for 
cutting emissions, 45% for 
renewable energy and 40% for 
efficiency. 

Greenpeace calls the plan 
"gutless" that's a "gift to the oligarchs", reminding them that they could drastically reduce 
reliance on Russian fossil fuels with an ambitious efficiency target. It would also create 3.5 
million jobs according to the Commission's research. 

It is ambitious, while being affordable and realistic, says EU Energy Commissioner Günther 
Oettinger. "Our aim is to give the right signal to the market and encourage further 
investments in energy-saving technologies," he told The Guardian. Business interests don't 

want an efficiency target, but instead rely on the market and cap-and-trade program.  

Read our article, European Union Sets New Targets For Renewable Energy, GHG 
Emissions. 

UK Announces Auctions 

The UK government announced it will conduct auctions for guaranteed renewable energy 
payments worth over $340 million a year, with a third for solar and onshore wind, and two-
thirds for emerging technologies such as offshore wind and marine energy. 

The "contracts for difference" auctions subsidize renewable energy companies that offer 
bids that would provide energy at lower rates than fossil fuel. 

Compare the $340 million cap with that for nuclear energy - $136 billion - and it's not hard to 
understand the disappoint expressed by renewable energy industries. 

In related news, the UK government may have to compensate solar companies with $224 
million for cutting feed-in tariffs without warning in 2011. A judge recently ruled they were 
illegal and the government is appealing the decision. Solar companies claim the 
unanticipated change led to huge losses and cancelled contracts. 

EU Leads World on Efficiency 

Although there's lots of room for improvement, Germany is the world's most efficient major 
economy, followed by Italy and the European Union as a whole. The US ranks #13 out of 16 
nations measured - where newly proposed power plant regulations would help move it up. 

2014 International Energy Efficiency Scorecard, by American Council for an Energy-Efficient 
Economy (ACEEE) ranking:  

1. Germany 

2. Italy 

3. European Union 

4. China and France tied 

5. Japan and United Kingdom tied 

6. Spain 

7. Canada 

8. Australia 

9. India 

10. South Korea 

11. United States 

12. Russia 

13. Brazil 

14. Mexico  

These 16 economies represent over 81% of global gross domestic product and 71% of 
global energy consumption, says ACEEE.  

<ReadMore> 
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Artist concept rendering provided by NASA shows their Orbiting 

Carbon Observatory (OCO)-2. Photograph: AP 

 

The upper levels of the launch gantry, surrounding launch gantry, surrounding the 

United Launch Alliance Delta II rocket with the Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 

(OCO-2) satellite onboard, is shown at the Space Launch Complex 2 at Vandenberg 

Air Force Base, California. Photograph: Bill Ingalls/NASA/Getty 

http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/07/nasa-to-launch-co2-tracking-satellite/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25835
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How Bogota creates social equality through 
sustainable transit 
By Laurie Guevara-Stone 

Colombia's cities have the highest rate of rich-poor income inequality of all 
cities in Latin America. Bogotá, the capital of Colombia with a population of 
7.5 million, is no different. In the late 1990s, "the quality of life in Bogotá was 
one of the worst in Colombia and in Latin America," Mauricio Rodriguez, 
Colombian ambassador to the United Kingdom, told PBS. Besides the great 
inequality, "Bogotá had a lack of infrastructure, many security and safety 
problems, and there was no optimism in relation to the future." 

In 1998, Bogotá's mayor Enrique Peñalosa tried to change that. He believed 
that sustainable urban design could be the foundation for social justice, and 
decided to tackle the crippling Bogotá traffic congestion and social inequality 
at the same time, by implementing a sustainable transportation system in the 
city. 

In the 1990s private companies ran all of Bogotá's 1,500 public buses. They fought for passengers, often driving on sidewalks 
and blocking streets so other buses couldn't pass. Traffic congestion was out of control, often taking over two hours to travel 
18 miles. Some of the city's urban planners proposed building a network of elevated highways across the city. However, 
Peñalosa was not convinced that would solve the problem. He felt that urban development done the right way could develop 
a more egalitarian and sustainable city. 

Into the millennium with bus rapid transit 

For a fraction of the cost of the proposed elevated highways, the mayor put in what at the time was one of the world's most 
advanced bus rapid transit systems. The BRT system includes over 1,300 large buses that can hold up to 160 passengers 
that travel throughout the city, and smaller feeder buses that take care of the outlying areas. 

The buses have dedicated lanes with elevated stations in the center of the roads. The floor of the bus is level with the floor of 
the station, making it easy for wheelchairs, the elderly and people pushing strollers to enter and exit. People pay the bus fare 
in the station, rather than paying the driver, another timesaving measure. 

It wasn't an easy change. The prior bus system was in the hands of the mafia. It was a multibillion-dollar business, and the 
government was wary of the potential of crippling strikes if they were to take that business out of private hands. So the mayor 
invited the bus operators to be part of the system. Six private companies now run the bus fleet and ticketing system — 
although they have to abide by strict rules and regulations — and the city maintains and develops the necessary 
infrastructure. 

Yet one of the most difficult parts was not the engineering of the new public transport, but the marketing. "We had to make 
our bus system sexy," according to Peñalosa. One thing they considered heavily was the name. Taking the bus always had 
been considered something for the poor. So they called the bus system TransMilenio — going from one millennium into the 
next. "Nobody now says, 'I'm going take the bus,'" Peñalosa said. "They say, 'I'm going to take the TransMilenio.'" 

To make the public transport system accessible to a broader swath of the city's 
residents, TransMilenio runs free feeder buses from low-income communities 
at the outskirts of the city to the main TransMilenio stations, and has a uniform 
ticket price no matter the distance traveled, so that lower-income residents from 
outlying areas still can afford to ride. 

A fossil-free alternative 

The mayor also felt that bicycle paths and pedestrian zones could go a long 
way towards social equality (PDF), providing additional options for low-income 
groups as well as others who'd like to forego their cars. So he initiated the 
construction of more than 300 kilometers of bicycle lanes, increasing bicycle 
use by five times in the city. The bike paths run through both low-income and 
wealthy areas to promote integration, and an estimated 300,000-400,000 trips 
are made daily in Bogotá by bicycle. 

Car-free Sundays are another Bogotá institution. Every Sunday, 74.5 miles of 
main highways are closed from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. Although this was put in place 

in 1982, it has grown every year. "More than a million and half people come out; rich, poor, fat, skinny, old, young," Peñalosa 
told PBS. "This is a wonderful place for integration, it's the safest place in the city." 

Mayor Peñalosa also doubled the parking fee in the city, implemented car restrictions — 40 percent of vehicles can't travel 
during peak hours Monday to Friday, depending on the last number on the license plate; renovated streets are more 
pedestrian-friendly; and one day a year the entire city (not just 74.5 miles of main highways) goes car-free. The first car-free 
day was Feb. 24, 2000, and was the first time in the world that the use of private vehicles was restricted across an entire city. 
It was so successful that the people of Bogotá voted in a 
referendum to annually hold a car-free day the first 
Thursday of every February. 

The TransMilenio is also connected to bike lanes. An 
estimated 70 percent of TransMilenio users cycle or walk to 
the station. Once there, many stations have bicycle storage 
areas that function like coat-checks, where people can park 
their bikes safely and securely for free. 

The two mayors following Peñalosa have not been as 
strong cycling proponents, so a group called La Ciudad 
Verde (Spanish) (the Green City) has taken up the cycling 
cause in Bogotá. The group identifies places in the city 
where more bike lanes are needed, and using social media 
bring citizens together to paint the lanes themselves. The 
city's authorities, instead of fining the group for vandalism, 
usually respond positively and offer to work with La Ciudad 
Verde. La Ciudad Verde also works on shifting cultural 
perceptions around cycling, and in March convinced some of the country's most famous soccer players and actors to use 
electric bikes for a day and share their experiences on social media. 

<ReadMore> 
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Tips: 

Mahatma Gandhi advocated “simple living”, with a 

great foresight, most of the environmental and 

sustainability issues that we are facing today are result 

of our complex lifestyle. Present lifestyle is harming 

even health of people. You will find more and more 

people suffering with obesity, diabetes, hyper tension, 

cardio-vascular diseases, lack of sleep etc. The 

condition in western and developed countries is even 

worse because the lifestyle of people there is very 

complex. Physical activities have reduced to a great 

extent and consequently many ailments gradually set in 

our lives. Keeping all this in view here are some tips for 

promoting sustainability 

 Simplify your living as much as possible. Keep the 

belongings that are regularly used. When you will 

reduce belongings we will naturally purchase less 

and so will create less waste in the future. 

 Now days attractive and unique packing of 

commodities is used as a marketing tool where as 

packing in most of cases is just thrown away, 

unnecessarily creating wastage. Therefore unless 

unavoidable do not purchase packaged articles. 

 Don’t use drinks and beverages that are marketed in 

single use aluminum cans, if the same is available in 

glass or pet bottles. It might be news to most of 

people that Aluminum smelting requires much more 

energy than other metal processing. In the process it 

produces PFCs, which are most dangerous Green 

House Gases, trapping thousands of times more 

heat than CO2. Till now many trillions of such cans 

must have been buried in the landfills. 

 Stop using disposable products, go for reusable 

products wherever possible (i.e. napkins, diapers, 

shopping bags, shaving razors, rechargeable 

batteries, refill ink in lieu of ink cartridges etc.). 

Instead buying glass or metal container packs every 

time buy refill packs. 

 While buying computers, photo copying machines, 

play stations etc. go for refurbished products. 

 Purchase used furniture rather than buying furniture 

made from fresh cut wood. Also donate the old 

furniture to charity if it is not being used. 

 Wedding attires are used once only, so one may hire 

instead stitching new one. And in case you have 

stitched new one then after using donate the same 

to some poor person. 

 Avoid products that are packaged in sachets of 

small quantity (i.e., shampoo, hair oil, candy, drinks, 

biscuits, snacks etc.). Instead, buy in bulk and 

transfer the products to your own reusable 

containers. 

 Share things like books, magazines, movies, games, 

and newspapers between friends and neighbors. 

You can make a pool with your friends and buy 

magazines and books and share among yourselves.  

 Often some medicines are left unused after getting 

rid of ailments. As medicines have expiry after 

certain time it will be waste. So give such medicines 

left with you, to community hospitals so that it can be 

used. 

 Make greeting cards out of waste, it will be an 

innovative card and you will save that waste going to 

landfill. 

 Instead using dryers for drying clothes use sun light 

to dry them. Bring a clothesline and put them under 

sunlight to dry them. In most parts of our country we 

find sufficient sunlight throughout the year.    

 

 

Beyond its usefulness, the then six-year-old 
Transmilenio was exciting enough to attract a 

flashmob in this 2007 image. (Credit: Carlos Felipe 
Pardo via Flickr) 

The streets of Colombia's capital have become more pedestrian-friendly. 
(Credit: Carlos Felipe Pardo via Flickr) 

http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2014/07/21/how-bogota-creates-social-equality-through-sustainable-transit?page=full
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China and US sign deals on climate 
change 
Sharing of information on clean coal power technology among eight pacts between world's 

two biggest emitters 

Reuters, theguardian.com 

The United States and China on Tuesday signed eight partnership pacts to cut greenhouse 

gases, bringing the world's two biggest carbon emitters closer together on climate policy. 

The deals, which involve companies and research bodies, were signed in Beijing ahead of a 

two-day visit to China by top Obama administration officials, including Secretary of State 

John Kerry, Treasury Secretary Jack Lew and Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz. 

The signing was 

attended by Xie 

Zhenhua, vice chairman 

of China's influential 

economic planner, the 

National Development 

and Reform 

Commission (NDRC), 

Todd Stern, the lead US 

climate treaty negotiator 

at the US State 

Department, Obama 

adviser John Podesta 

and Lee Zak, director of 

the US Trade and 

Development Agency. 

In one of the 
memoranda of understanding (MOUs), China's Huaneng Clean Energy Research Institute, 
a subsidiary of state-owned power company China Huaneng and Washington-based 
Summit Power Group agreed to share information on clean coal power generation 
technology. 

Huaneng is part of a Chinese consortium operating a 400-MW pilot integrated gasification 
combined cycle plant in Tianjin. 

Under the pact, Huaneng will share information with Summit Power, which is expected to 
soon break ground on a similar project in Texas after it secures engineering and 
procurement support from Petrochina and Chinese engineering firm Huanqiu Contracting 
and Engineering. 

The MOU is expected to be signed on Wednesday in Beijing. 

Summit, in turn, will share information and technology for recovering oil from captured 
carbon. 

"This (pact) accelerates sharing of information on carbon capture and storage for power," 
said Julio Friedmann, deputy assistant Secretary for Clean Coal for the US Department of 
Energy. 

The partnership will be a boon to both countries, said Laura Miller, a former mayor of Dallas 
who now manages the Texas Clean Energy Project. 

"We will be sharing expertise, years of development experience and non-proprietary 
technology on both projects, all while making giant steps forward for the world's 
environment," she said in an interview. 

Another project partners West Virginia University with Yanchang Petroleum on an 
industrialized demonstration of ultra-cleaning technology in northern Shaanxi province. 

The University of Kentucky, another coal state university, will partner with Shanxi Coal 
International Energy Group and Air Products and Chemicals Inc on a project feasibility study 
for a 350MW supercritical coal-fired power plant that can capture 2 million tonnes of CO2 a 
year. 

At a news briefing in the Chinese capital on Wednesday, the NDRC's Xie welcomed the 
closer partnership of the world's top two CO2 emitters, but said more was needed in areas 
such as technological cooperation. 

"Developing countries are most concerned that they get funds and technological support 
from developed countries," he said. "On this issue, we are still having great difficulties and 
we have to put forth more effort." 

China has led the way in trying to persuade developed countries to set up financing 
mechanisms to help poorer nations cut emissions and adapt to climate change. 

The issue remains a major stumbling-block in talks on a new global accord, with the United 
States and others reluctant to commit funds. 

Xie told Chinese media on Tuesday that wider two-way talks would include a special high-
level meeting on climate change, focused on discussing domestic and international policies 
and possible cooperation. 

The US delegation is in China for the sixth round of the US-China Strategic and Economic 
Dialogue, which are high-level meetings on cooperation in areas from security to agriculture.  

<Source> 

Ecuador Doused In Oil, Two Months After Drilling 

Begins 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

After Ecuador issued a permit to drill for oil in Yasuni National Park in May, there's already 

been one of its largest oil spills.    

On July 2, state-owned oil company Petroamazonas spilled 660,000 gallons of oil into the 

Amazon, contaminating the Aguarico and Parahuaico rivers where the indigenous Cofan, 

Secoya, Kichwa and Shuar communities drink, bathe, and fish, reports Amazon Watch. 

These are some of the same communities that still suffer from Chevron's toxic legacy of 

contamination there - with a 20-year lawsuit remaining unresolved.    

The crude has reached  Cuyabeno Wildlife Reserve and three weeks later, no action has 

been taken by the environmental ministry:   

So much for careful oversight and operations in one of the most biologically diverse and 

culturally sensitive places on Earth.    

Read our article, Ecuador Issues Permit to Drill in Yasuni National Park.  

Please sign this message asking Environmental Minister Tapia  to revoke Petroamazonas' 

license to drill in the Amazon and to make sure it remediates the area 

and compensates affected communities.  

Dear Minister Tapia,    

We - as global citizens concerned about 

the future of the Amazon and indigenous 

rights - write to you to express our alarm 

over Petroamazonas' July 2 oil spill. We 

are concerned that your ministry has not 

condemned the spill nor forced 

Petroamazonas to compensate the 

communities. We are worried that unless 

you use your executive power to prohibit 

Petroamazonas from extending its 

operations into Yasuní and the south 

central Amazon, disasters like this will 

become increasingly commonplace.    

<ReadMore> 

Generator produces electricity out of waste heat 

EE Times  

GMZ Energy has demonstrated a thermoelectric generator (TEG) that recaptures 

automotive waste heat. The unit generated an output power well in excess of its 200W 

design goal. The TEG was built as part of an ongoing vehicle efficiency research 

programme sponsored by the U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research, Development and 

Engineering Center (TARDEC) and administered by the Department of Energy (DOE). 

Half-Heusler compounds comprise the device. These elements have desirable 

thermoelectric properties when put together. For GMZ's device, the company used hafnium, 

zirconium, cobalt, nickel, antimony, and tin. Eventually, though, hafnium will be replaced 

with a cheaper element. 

GMZ used the ball milling technique to grind the compound into nanometre-scale bits. Heat 

and pressure were then applied to form the resulting powder into small disks. These 

processes enhance a measure of thermoelectric conversion—called ZT—by 30 per cent, 

enough to allow the device to convert about 7 per cent of waste heat into electricity. 

Thermoelectric generator 

The goal of the TARDEC TEG programme is to develop a thermoelectric solution that 

directly converts exhaust waste heat into electrical energy in order to increase fuel efficiency 

by reducing the load on the alternator. The project also aims to reduce thermal signature 

and muffle engine noise, all while minimising exhaust pressure drop. There are no moving 

parts in the solid-state design of GMZ's TEG, which enables the very high reliability, 

mechanical robustness, and silent operation necessary for military applications. 

With total delivered fuel costs on the battlefield in excess of $40 per gallon, the United 

States Military is extremely interested in pursuing this economical fuel efficiency solution 

across a broad range of applications and will first test GMZ's TEG in a Bradley Fighting 

Vehicle. 

The 200W TEG is a modular component of a larger 1kW TEG that GMZ Energy is 

developing for the $1.5 million TARDEC programme. Combining a module approach with a 

scalable thermoelectric heat exchanger design, GMZ Energy will integrate multiple 200W 

blocks into a single 1kW diesel engine waste heat recovery solution. The TARDEC TEG 

incorporates GMZ's TG8-1.0 thermoelectric modules, which are the first commercially 

available, off-the-shelf modules capable of operating with continuous hot-side temperatures 

up to 600°C while at power densities greater than 1W/cm2 

<Source> 
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Kemper County clean coal aerial view in February 2014, 
Mississippi. Photograph: Courtesy Mississippi power 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jul/09/china-and-us-sign-deals-on-climate-change?CMP=EMCENVEML1631
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25829
http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/news/generator-produces-electricity-out-waste-heat
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China makes new electric cars tax-free 
Buyers of fully electric, hybrid and fuel cell cars will not have to pay purchase tax from 

September to the end of 2017 

AFP, theguardian.com 

China will exempt electric cars and other types of "new energy" vehicles from purchase tax, 
the government said, as it seeks to reduce pollution and conserve resources. 

The State Council, or cabinet, said that buyers of new energy vehicles – fully electric, hybrid 
and fuel cell cars –would not have to pay the levy from September to the end of 2017, 
according to a statement. 

The tax is 10% of the net value of 
the vehicle, according to state 
media. 

"For achieving industrial 
development and environmental 
protection, this is a win-win," the 
state council said in a statement 
on Wednesday. 

The exemption applies to 
imported vehicles as well as 
domestically produced ones, the 
statement said, adding the 

government would compile a 
catalogue of eligible models. 

China has sought to increase 
ownership of electric and hybrid vehicles to ease chronic pollution and reduce reliance on oil 
imports, but high prices, lack of infrastructure and consumer reluctance have been 
obstacles. 

The government has set a target of having five million new energy vehicles on the streets by 
2020. 

But China has only 70,000 currently in use, the China Daily newspaper reported on 
Thursday. 

The central government also offers outright subsidies for electric passenger car buyers, 
which were set at $5,700 to $9,800 last year, while local incentives can bring the price down 
further. 

Lack of charging stations and the desires of Chinese consumers - many first time owners - 
for big, flashy vehicles have hurt electric car sales. 

Policymakers are seeking to move away from state spending to domestic consumption as a 
key driver of the economy, which has been slowing. 

Several foreign auto makers have announced plans to develop environmentally-friendly 
vehicles in China, despite the currently small market. 

US electric car maker Tesla Motors has also caused a stir with aggressive marketing and by 
pitching its imported vehicles to luxury buyers in China, although analysts say they might 
only find a niche market. 

<Source> 

Quarter of UK’s food thrown away ‘untouched’, waste 

figures show 
 By Fiona Harvey, for theguardian.com 

As much as one-quarter of 

the food that is thrown away 

by households in the UK is 

still “untouched” in its 

wrapping, analysis of waste 

figures shows. 

This habit of regularly 

throwing away unused food, 

usually because it has been 

allowed to go past its eat-by 

date, is costing £2.4bn a year 

nationally or £90 per 

household. Such unopened 

food amounts to 1m tonnes 

of the 4m tonnes of wasted 

food each year, according to a new report from the Waste Resource Action Programme, a 

government-sponsored initiative. 

Adding the value of food and drink that is partly eaten before being thrown away, or cooked 

and then binned uneaten, the total cost of wasted food rises to about £200 a year for the 

average person. 

Of the unopened foods that end up chucked, about half is salad and vegetables. The waste 

is happening at a time when poorer and vulnerable people are reporting that they are cutting 

down on healthy fresh fruit and vegetables because they cost too much. 

Wrap recommends simple actions including checking the fridge and cupboard before going 

shopping to avoid duplicating items, meal-planning and making a shopping list. 

Food waste also adds indirectly to the cost of waste collections and landfill, Wrap notes, and 

to greenhouse gas emissions. The organisation is suggesting that each of us could choose 

just one bad habit to change. 

Emma Marsh, head of Wrap’s Love Food Hate Waste campaign, said: “We all have our own 

reasons for why food gets thrown away at home, so there isn’t a one-size-fits-all solution. 

We want to get people to look at the huge volume of food and drink ending up in the bin and 

consider the one thing they might do differently to make sure food gets tasted, not wasted.” 

Wrap has set up an online site with a portion calculator and a free app, with advice on how 

to buy and cook just what is needed, including recipes and tips for using up leftovers. 

This week, ten cities across the UK will be begin taking part in campaigns to help people 

understand why they waste so much food, and to find easy ways to avoid it, including 

Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, London, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, 

Nottingham and Sheffield, with a variety of events planned between now and September. 

Wrap is also urging retailers to do their bit by looking more closely at their packaging, for 

instance by considering whether their portion size is realistic or more reclosable packaging 

could be used to retain freshness. It also proposes changing the “freeze on day of 

purchase” instruction on packaging to “freeze by the date shown.” 

<Source> 

Poll: Small businesses are ready to 
fight climate change 
By Zach Bernstein 

Depending on where you go for 

your news, you might have 

heard some nasty things about 

the Environmental Protection 

Agency's new rules on power 

plant emissions. Many in 

Congress accuse the EPA of 

trying to destroy the coal 

industry, and are vowing to fight 

them any way they can. So you 

might think these rules are 

totally unpopular with the 

American public — and the 

business community. 

Actually, the opposite is true. 

A Washington Post-ABC News 

poll in early June found that 70 percent of Americans felt the government should place limits 

on greenhouse gases from existing power plants, and 63 percent supported cutting 

emissions even if it raised their energy bills by $20 a month. An NBC/Wall Street Journal 

poll later in June found similar results, with 67 percent supporting the EPA's move to cut 

emissions from existing plants. Political sniping aside, there's clear support for this kind of 

action. 

Of course, that doesn't include the small business community, right? After all, one of the 

most common arguments we've heard opposing these rules is that they're job-killers that will 

drive small business into the ground. Surely they hate this proposal. 

As it turns out, that's not true either. 

That's the takeaway from the American Sustainable Business Council's latest round of 

polling (PDF). These results make it clear: The small business community supports efforts 

to cut our carbon emissions, for the simple reason that they have a great deal to lose if we 

don't act. 

Overwhelming agreement on key points 

Eighty-seven percent of small business owners named at least one possible consequence 

of climate change — such as higher energy costs, power outages or severe storms — that 

they expect to affect them in the future. 

Many small businesses already have felt the effects of climate change firsthand: About one 

in five said extreme weather associated with climate change already has affected their 

operations. 

Sixty-four percent of small business owners said government regulation is needed to reduce 

carbon emissions from power plants, compared to 29 percent who think power plants 

should be allowed to regulate themselves. 

When they heard both sides of the argument, 50 percent of small business owners 

supported tighter limits on pollution from power plants. Only 28 percent opposed it. 

The sample was politically diverse, but a plurality of the business owners surveyed — 43 

percent — identified themselves as Republicans or Independents who leaned Republican, 

compared to 28 percent who identified as Democrats or Democrat-leaning and 19 percent 

who identified as Independents. 

<ReadMore> 
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A Chinese child looks on next to the Active-E , an electric car 
made by German car manufacturer BMW, at the Shanghai 

Auto Show in Shanghai Photograph: PHILIPPE 
LOPEZ/AFP/Getty Images 

Unopened food from a domestic household thrown away in a 
dustbin. Half of the ‘untouched’ food wasted is fresh vegetables and 

salad. Photograph: Nick Ansell/PA 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jul/10/china-exempts-electric-cars-from-tax?CMP=EMCENVEML1631
http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/06/quarter-of-uks-food-thrown-away-untouched-waste-figures-show/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2014/07/08/poll-small-businesses-are-ready-fight-climate-change?page=full
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How new tech is spurring growth in 
recycling water 
By Cheryl Katz  

This story originally appeared at Yale360 and is reprinted with permission. 

A ferry plows along San Francisco Bay, trailing a tail of churned up salt, sand and sludge 

and further fouling the already murky liquid that John Webley intends to turn into drinking 

water. But Webley, CEO of a Bay Area start-up working on a new, energy-skimping 

desalination system, isn’t perturbed. 

“Look at the color of this intake,” he says, pointing to a tube feeding brown fluid into a device 

the size of a home furnace. There, through a process called forward osmosis, a novel 

solution the company developed pulls water molecules across a membrane, leaving salt 

and impurities behind. When low temperature heat is applied, the bioengineered solution 

separates out like oil, allowing clean water to be siphoned off. 

This method uses less than a quarter of the electricity needed for standard desalination, 

making it easier for the technology to run on renewable power, said Webley. His company, 

Trevi Systems, recently won an international low-energy desalination competition and is 

building a pilot solar plant to desalinate seawater in the United Arab Emirates. 

With world water demands rising and extreme droughts like the one now gripping California 

expected to grow more frequent and widespread as the climate warms, drawing fresh water 

from oceans and other salty sources will be increasingly important. 

“Eventually, we’ll have to develop new sources of water,” said David Sedlak, a University of 

California-Berkeley professor of civil and environmental engineering and author of "Water 

4.0: The Past, Present and Future of the World's Most Vital Resource." Desalination, along 

with wastewater recycling and capturing and storing rainwater, will be “three main pillars,” 

he said, to replace “water supplies that are going to become less reliable and less available 

in the future.” 

However, desalination is expensive, energy-intensive and can damage marine ecosystems. 

Moreover, while seawater accounts for 60 percent of desalinated water today, Sedlak and 

others say it’s much more practical and sustainable to desalinate less-salty brackish water 

and use the technology to recycle wastewater. So companies around the world are working 

on new technologies that cut desalination costs, reduce environmental impacts and broaden 

its applications. 

In addition to removing salt from seawater, technologies such as Trevi’s also can 

economically cleanse brackish groundwater, industrial effluent and other forms of liquid 

waste. That includes desalinating sewer water to recharge groundwater aquifers, which it 

will soon begin doing for a large urban water district in Southern California. 

“That’s what’s particularly interesting to us — we can run on really, really dirty water,” 

Webley said. “Where you really should start with this whole thing is, let’s squeeze 

everything we can out of re-use and then start talking about other options.” 

More than 17,000 desalination plants are operating in 150 countries worldwide, a capacity 

that could nearly double by 2020, according to the United Nations World Water 

Development Report 2014. Desalination produces 21 billion gallons of water a day, 

according to the International Desalination Association, providing a crucial water source in 

arid places such as the Middle East and Australia. Major new desalination facilities are in 

the works in China, Chile and elsewhere. 

However, the current standard technology, reverse osmosis — in which high-pressure 

pumps force water through semi-permeable membranes to exclude salt and impurities — 

uses large amounts of energy and has an outsized impact on the environment. These 

effects include damage to aquatic ecosystems, such as sucking in fish eggs with its intake 

water; using harsh chemicals to clean membranes and releasing large volumes of highly 

salty liquid brine back into the water. Costs vary, but the lowest price for desalinated 

seawater from a reverse osmosis plant is around $750 an acre-foot (325,851 gallons) — 

more than double the average cost of groundwater. 

Engineers and entrepreneurs across the globe are now trying to devise greener 

desalination. Some are inventing new alternatives to traditional reverse osmosis. Among 

them: Israel, whose own dependence on desalinated water has made it a world leader in 

the process, has come out with several state-of-the-art technologies, including a novel 

“semi-batch” reverse osmosis process developed by Desalitech that shrinks energy and 

brine, and a chemical-free “plant in a box,” produced by IDE Technologies; and Memsys, of 

Singapore and Germany, is working on hybrid-thermal membrane technology that is energy-

efficient enough to run on solar power. 

<ReadMore> 

Plastic Microbeads Hidden In Your Soap 

or Toothpaste? 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

Plastic microbeads are fairly new in personal care products, but in the short time they've 

been on the market, they have caused serious water pollution problems.  

These tiny plastic beads - barely visible without a microscope - are 0.5-5 millimeters in 

diameter, and can be found in products from toothpaste to soap and cosmetics. Too small 

to be filtered by water treatment plants, they go down the drain and directly into waterways, 

with billions ending up in rivers, lakes, and the ocean.  There, they are swallowed by small 

fish (they are the size of zooplankton), entering the food chain and ending up in humans.  

They also tend to attract motor oils and pesticides, adding more toxins to the food chain.  

Commonly found in ocean samples, microbeads are at equally high concentrations in the 

Great Lakes - 1,500 to 1.7 million plastic particles per square mile - say researchers at 

University of Wisconsin/ Superior. Lake Erie is the worst, containing over 90% of plastics 

found, finds 5 Gyres Institute. 

In a rare move, manufacturers are responding to the data rather than resisting it. Unilever, 

Procter & Gamble, Johnson & Johnson, L'Oreal, The Body Shop and Colgate-Palmolive 

have already stopped using microbeads or say they are phasing them out. One of the 

reasons is that - as anyone that buys organic products knows - natural substitutes are 

readily available.  

Illinois banned microbeads with almost no industry opposition, and bills are moving forward 

in New York and California. Once manufacturers reformulate products for those major 

markets, microbeads will disappear (if not from our waters). On the federal level, Rep. Frank 

Pallone (D-NJ) introduced the Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2014, which would ban the 

sale or distribution of products containing microbeads in 2018.  

If you buy conventional personal care products, look for "microbeads," "polyethelene," or 

"polypropylene" on the label.   

We've known for years about the dead zones plastics are causing in the world's ocean, 

but microbeads were discovered just a couple of years ago when scientists sampled all the 

Great Lakes  with custom designed nets. They found them everywhere.  

Incredibly, more than a trillion micro-plastics could be released into the ocean over the next 

10 years because of the melting Arctic. Researchers actually found high 

concentrations trapped in ice cores, reported in "Global Warming Releases Microplastic 

Legacy Frozen in Arctic Sea Ice." Besides microbeads, they come from semi-synthetic 

fibers like rayon (from washing machines) and the breakdown of larger plastics. 

There's even stone infused with plastic now, found on the beach in Hawaii and officially 

named Plastiglomerate by the Geological Society of America. "Our results indicate this 

anthropogenically influenced material has great potential to form a marker of human 

pollution, signaling the occurrence of the informal Anthropocene epoch."  

<Source> 
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Giving up beef will reduce carbon 
footprint more than cars, says expert 
By Damian Carrington, for theguardian.com  

Beef’s environmental 

impact dwarfs that of 

other meat including 

chicken and pork, new 

research reveals, with 

one expert saying that 

eating less red meat 

would be a better way 

for people to cut 

carbon emissions than 

giving up their cars. 

The heavy impact on 

the environment of 

meat production was 

known but the research 

shows a new scale and scope of damage, particularly for beef. The popular red meat 

requires 28 times more land to produce than pork or chicken, 11 times more water and 

results in five times more climate-warming emissions. When compared to staples like 

potatoes, wheat, and rice, the impact of beef per calorie is even more extreme, requiring 

160 times more land and producing 11 times more greenhouse gases. 

Agriculture is a significant driver of global warming and causes 15% of all emissions, half of 

which are from livestock. Furthermore, the huge amounts of grain and water needed to raise 

cattle is a concern to experts worried about feeding an extra 2 billion people by 2050. But 

previous calls for people to eat less meat in order to help the environment, or preserve grain 

stocks, have been highly controversial. 

“The big story is just how dramatically impactful beef is compared to all the others,” said 

Prof Gidon Eshel, at Bard College in New York state and who led the research on beef’s 

impact. He said cutting subsidies for meat production would be the least controversial way 

to reduce its consumption. 

“I would strongly hope that governments stay out of people’s diet, but at the same time there 

are many government policies that favour of the current diet in which animals feature too 

prominently,” he said. “Remove the artificial support given to the livestock industry and 

rising prices will do the rest. In that way you are having less government intervention in 

people’s diet and not more.” 

Eshel’s team analysed how much land, water and nitrogen fertiliser was needed to raise 

beef and compared this with poultry, pork, eggs and dairy produce. Beef had a far greater 

impact than all the others because as ruminants, cattle make far less efficient use of their 

feed. “Only a minute fraction of the food consumed by cattle goes into the bloodstream, so 

the bulk of the energy is lost,” said Eshel. Feeding cattle on grain rather than grass 

exacerbates this inefficiency, although Eshel noted that even grass-fed cattle still have 

greater environmental footprints than other animal produce. The footprint of lamb, relatively 

rarely eaten in the US, was not considered in the study published in the journal Proceedings 

of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Prof Tim Benton, at the University of Leeds, said the new work is based on national US 

data, rather than farm-level studies, and provides a useful overview. “It captures the big 

picture,” he said, adding that livestock is the key to the sustainability of global agriculture. 

“The biggest intervention people could make towards reducing their carbon footprints would 

not be to abandon cars, but to eat significantly less red meat,” Benton said. “Another recent 

study implies the single biggest intervention to free up calories that could be used to feed 

people would be not to use grains for beef production in the US.” However, he said the 

subject was always controversial: “This opens a real can of worms.” 

Prof Mark Sutton, at the UK’s Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, said: “Governments should 

consider these messages carefully if they want to improve overall production efficiency and 

reduce the environmental impacts. But the message for the consumer is even stronger. 

Avoiding excessive meat consumption, especially beef, is good for the environment.” 

He said: “The US and Europe alike are using so much of their land in highly inefficient 

livestock farming systems, while so much good quality cropland is being used to grow 

animal feeds rather than human food.” 

Separately, a second study of tens of thousands of British people’s daily eating habits 

shows that meat lovers’ diets cause double the climate-warming emissions of vegetarian 

diets. 

The study of British people’s diets was conducted by University of Oxford scientists and 

found that meat-rich diets – defined as more than 100g per day – resulted in 7.2kg of 

carbon dioxide emissions. In contrast, both vegetarian and fish-eating diets caused about 

3.8kg of CO2 per day, while vegan diets produced only 2.9kg. The research analysed the 

food eaten by 30,000 meat eaters, 16,000 vegetarians, 8,000 fish eaters and 2,000 vegans. 

<Source> 

The fashion brands empowering 
women in developing countries 
From providing jobs for Palestinian refugees in Lebanon to offering business training for 
emerging artisans in Rwanda, fashion has the power to create positive change 

The textile and clothing industry is the second largest employer after agriculture in the 

developing world, and a large percentage of this workforce are women. Research shows 

that empowering and investing in women has a cumulative bonus: women are likely to 

spend their income on their children and families, on education, health and nutrition, 

bringing long term positive change and prosperity to communities. 

There are numerous fashion brands making a strong social impact but restricted to their 

local markets. Because I am 

aware of the role that fashion 

plays in our lives and the lives 

of those that create it, I 

decided to support these 

brands and bring them to a 

global mainstream market via 

the online boutique Fashion 

ComPassion. 

As of April, more than 53,000 

Palestine refugees from Syria 

were seeking safety and 

shelter from the continuing 

conflict in Lebanon. One of 

the first brands Fashion ComPassion partnered was Palestyle, a brand providing jobs and 

an income to Palestinian refugee women in camps in Lebanon and Jordan. 

With a vision of becoming a leading accessory brand in the Middle East, Fashion 

ComPassion worked as its retailer, agent and distributor, helping to build its market in 

Pakistan and securing its stock in the British Museum. Palestyle started with a small team of 

20 women who used their skills and craftsmanship to add traditional embroidery and 

designs to fashion pieces, and today works with 100 women, investing in community 

projects such as the Water Tank Exchange Program, which has provided clean water to 

over 4,000 refugees. 

Rags2Riches is another brand creating positive change through fashion, working with 

women in Payatas, one of the poorest parts of the Philippine capital. According to the 

Payatas Poverty Alleviation Foundation, almost 40% of the active population are 

unemployed and nearly half are earning less than 4,000 Philippine pesos ($100) a month. 

Many women living in Payatas were part of the cottage industry of rug weavers controlled 

by middle men, leaving them with minimal money for the work they created. Rags2Riches 

was created to give these skilled women fair access to the market. It has formed a 

partnership with well known Filipino designers who have transformed the scrap material into 

high-end fashion accessories. In three years, the brand has supported more than 400 

women (pdf) , upcycled more than 500 tons of scrap cloth, and increased the earning 

potential of artisans from less than $0.02 per day to more than $10 per day. 

In Rwanda, Indego Africa is working with women to support them through economic 

empowerment and education. This summer it is launching a leadership academy in Kigali 

that will provide business training for 100 emerging artisan leaders over the next two years. 

Indego Africa has taken the work of its artisans to a global level by partnering with the likes 

of J. Crew, Eileen Fisher, TOMS and Nicole Miller. 

Another social enterprise, Sougha, was established by the Khalifa Fund in the United Arab 

Emirates to preserve and promote the traditions of women emirati artisans. Sougha creates 

economic opportunities for isolated local communities by reviving their skills and connecting 

them to new markets. Due to religious and cultural restrictions, the women don't have 

access to the outside work, so the Sougha team visits these artisans, refines their products 

and sells them to a global market. 

As an online retailer the social impact of Fashion ComPassion is not limited to just providing 

a platform for socially responsible brands. It also creates awareness around sustainability, 

and supports girls' education through its partnership with the United Nations World Food 

Program , which provides school meals and take-home rations as an incentive for poor 

families to send their daughters to school, while giving girls the nutrients they need to focus 

in class. 

Ethical fashion companies do not have to compete with big retailers; they are different and 

can grow alongside them. Since the Rana Plaza factory collapse, steps have been taken by 

bigger brands to look into transparency, code of conduct, working conditions and wages. 

Retailers cannot afford another such disaster to happen, and checks are being introduced to 

ensure better standards. The bigger players will always dictate the fashion landscape but 

small retailers can also have a profound impact on the industry. 

As consumers, we need to assess our needs, desires and the part we play in the cycle of 

consumption. Fashion has the power to bring positive change to the most disadvantaged 

women around the world, but it is only with the support of us all that the sustainable fashion 

industry can boom and grow. 

<ReadMore> 

Beef production results in five more climate-warming emissions than 
chicken or pork. Photograph: Alamy 
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Fashion power: brands have the potential to empower women who use 

traditional crafts and techniques in their work. Photograph: Alamy 

http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/07/giving-up-beef-will-reduce-carbon-footprint-more-than-cars-says-expert/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/sustainable-fashion-blog/fashion-brands-empowering-women-developing-countries?CMP=new_1194
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How to brew beer better: Less water, less 
energy, more innovation 
By Paula Del Giudice  

The U.S. produces beer. A lot of beer. In 2013, over 195 million barrels — each barrel 
equaling 31 gallons — were produced. When you consider that it typically takes between 
four to 10 pints of water to produce one pint of beer — you do the math. 

And producing good suds takes 

more than water. Consider the 

energy needed for compressed 

air, lighting, refrigeration and 

other demands. Couple those 

with the waste products 

remaining after the brewing 

process is complete, and it all 

adds up to a resource-rich and 

waste-producing libation. 

The U.S. beer market has been 

relatively flat, even slightly down, 

with overall sales of beer 

declining 1.9 percent in 2013. 

Enter an innovative and sustainability-minded group of craft brewers that has set the beer 

market on its ear. Sales of craft beer is on a significant rise, with a jump of 17.2 percent in 

sales in 2013 driven by market demands for local food and beverages. 

Both sectors of the brew biz are making significant impacts on their commitments to 

sustainability. When it comes to the major brewers, Anheuser-Busch, the country's leading 

brewer by sales, has undertaken some strident measures such as reducing water use by 37 

percent in the last four years, brewing nearly one in six of its beers using renewable fuel 

(biogas, landfill gas and solar), recycling 99 percent of the solid waste in its breweries and 

reducing the material in its aluminum, fiber and glass packaging. 

It makes sense that water usage is one of the most significant resources that goes into 

brewing beer. Anheuser-Busch took on an interesting marketing campaign recently to 

encourage men to reduce their use of water. The campaign asked men to stop shaving in 

the weeks leading up to World Environment Day in June. More than 2,300 of its employees 

took up the challenge and stopped shaving for two weeks. It's estimated that because the 

average shave takes five gallons of water, they saved over 160,000 gallons. (Sorry, A-B, but 

the Boston Red Sox were way ahead of you.) 

On a serious note, Anheuser-Busch has reduced its ratio of water used to beer produced to 

3.5-to-1 (excluding the amount of water it takes to grow the crops). 

Craft brewers get crafty with water use 

That's a goal that many smaller craft brewers are shooting for, but they have their 

challenges. Craft brewed beers use more hops for that great flavor that beer drinkers want 

(which is also leading to a shortage of hops, but that's another story) and those hops require 

more water to process. 

New Belgium is a sustainably minded brewer that has a goal of reducing water in its 

production process to a 3.5-to-1 ratio. Producing the "hoppier" beers and the demand for 

more bottles than kegs are contributing to a decrease in its water efficiency in the past few 

years, but it recently added sub-meters throughout its facilities to address any wasted water 

efficiency opportunities. 

Full Sail Brewing Company processes have been known for consuming a relatively lower 

percentage of water used to beer produced, but this year Full Sail has made even further 

improvements. The company installed a Meura mash filter that improved its water efficiency 

even more. Full Sail's 2.5-to-1 water used to beer produced ratio is one of the best in the 

industry. 

Beer requires energy 

Whether it's in the brewing process, lighting, 

heating or cooling facilities or product 

refrigeration, energy usage is another top 

resource sink. Energy is also costly so 

efforts to conserve energy significantly will 

improve the operating bottom line. 

The Craft Brew Alliance, with well-known 

brands such as Widmer Brothers, Redhook, 

Kona Brewing Company and Omission Beer 

(brewed by Widmer Brothers), is a brewer 

with its eyes on energy and other 

conservation opportunities. "We are 

continually searching for efficiency 

opportunities around energy and water, 

realizing that this can translate into big money savings," said Julia Person, sustainability 

manager for the CBA. "We've found that even simple, quick fixes can result in a significant 

energy savings. In our pursuit in making our beers in a sustainable manner, we have 

targeted compressed air leaks as well as fan cycling in our refrigerated spaces and have 

seen immediate benefits." Fixing compressed air leaks in its breweries can save an 

estimated $20,000 a year in energy costs. 

Sierra Nevada beer is one of the best-selling craft brews and the company is fully 

committed to its sustainability mission. Sierra Nevada, based in Chico, Calif., prides itself on 

owning one of the largest private solar arrays in the country. The company's 10,573 panels 

on its brewery roof and parking lot, at the on-site daycare and at its private rail spur produce 

two megawatts of DC power and provide the brewery with nearly 20 percent of its energy 

needs. 

In addition, Sierra Nevada is the only brewery in the country to house its own hydrogen fuel 

cells. The fuel cells produce one megawatt of power. Together, on a clear and sunny 

summer day, the two supply about 90 percent of the brewery's energy, according to the 

dashboard on the company's website. 

Refrigeration accounts for about 35 percent of a brewery's electricity bill. Inadequate 

insulation of cold storage areas and pipes carrying steam or cold fluids, air infiltration, open 

cooler doors and other energy wasters can have a big influence on energy costs. Using an 

infrared camera at Fort George Brewery in Astoria, Ore., PPRC Industrial Engineer Michelle 

Gaither and staff at Fort George discovered inefficiencies from heat loss on uninsulated 

steam pipes and a small compression tank, and from the surface of the hot tank, especially 

the uninsulated door. They found cold losses from refrigerant lines and cold storage areas, 

especially around doors. Insulation was specified for the pipes, and a high-speed insulated 

roll-up door was recommended for cold storage. 

<ReadMore> 

Better use of world’s existing cropland could 
feed 3 billion more people: study 
 By Fiona Harvey, environment correspondent, for theguardian.com 

The world’s existing cropland could 

feed at least 3 billion extra people if it 

were used more efficiently, a new 

study has found, showing that the 

large increases in population 

expected in the next three decades 

need not result in widespread hunger. 

More than half of the fertiliser 

currently poured on to crops in many 

countries is wasted, according to the 

study. About 60% of the nitrogen applied to crops worldwide is not needed, as well as about 

half of the phosphorus, an element whose readily available sources are dwindling. 

Cutting waste even by modest amounts would also feed millions, the authors found: 

between one-third and a half of the viable crops and food produced from them around the 

world are wasted, in the developing world usually because of a lack of infrastructure such as 

refrigerated transport, and in the rich world because of wasteful habits. 

The study, published in the peer-review journal Science and led by scientists at the 

University of Minnesota in the US, suggested that a focus on staple crops such as wheat 

and rice in key countries, including China, India, the US, Brazil, Indonesia, Pakistan and 

Europe, would pay off in terms of producing more food for the world’s growing population. 

Most forecasts are that the world will number more than 9 billion people by 2050, up from 

about 7 billion people today. 

Looking after water could also yield vast dividends, the report found: if the water used for 

irrigation was pinpointed more efficiently to where it is needed, then much more could be 

grown, but currently much of it is sprayed uselessly over crops. Between 8% and 15% of the 

water currently used could be saved, the study suggested. 

But the research also found that at least 4 billion people could be fed with the crops we 

currently devote to fattening livestock, fuelling the argument that the over-reliance on meat 

in the west and among the growing middle classes in the developing world is an increasing 

problem when it comes to feeding the world. 

Paul West, of Minnesota’s Institute of the Environment, and lead author of the paper, said 

the research would enable funders and policymakers to focus their efforts better on areas of 

agriculture where it could do most good. For instance, increasing agricultural productivity in 

Africa, where the actual crop yields lag severely behind their potential, could produce 

enough to feed hundreds of millions of people. 

By focusing fertiliser use where it is needed, and avoiding overuse, countries could also 

bring down greenhouse gas emissions markedly. Agriculture currently amounts to between 

one-fifth and one-third of greenhouse gases, coming from deforestation, methane and 

fertilisers. 

West said that the report gave cause for optimism, showing that the world’s growing 

population could be adequately fed in the future if basic measures are taken to look after 

food supply. But he said that politics would play a big role in whether the world grasps these 

opportunities. 

<ReadMore> 
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New Belgium explains its approach to energy 

conservation. (Credit: Betsy Weber via Flickr) 
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Green Building Spotlight: CLIMATE 
RIBBON™ Replaces Air Conditioning in 
Miami 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

Can a "climate ribbon" replace air conditioning? People visiting an open air shopping center 

in Miami will soon find out.  

Topping the $1 billion mixed use Brickell City Centre which spans four blocks of 

waterfront will be a 150,000 square foot climate ribbon - an enormous overhead trellis made 

of steel, glass and fabric. It covers the walkway of the shopping center, where there are 

open-air shops, escalators, restaurants, and terraces.  

It will protect visitors from oppressive heat and the odd rain shower by creating a micro-

climate that stabilizes the temperature.  

How does it work?  Under the 

glass is an undulating design 

that captures cooling ocean 

trade winds, encouraging air 

flow, while hanging fabric 

panels act like huge Venetian 

blinds - arranged to block the 

harshest of the sun's 

rays. "The orientation of 

a series of louvers is very 

specifically designed to 

protect the shop fronts 

from direct sun," says Hugh 

Dutton of Paris-based Hugh 

Dutton Associés, which 

participated in developing the 

design.   

The sophisticated 

environmental management system allows daylight to penetrate - giving visitors the feeling 

that they are outdoors - and also captures rainwater for reuse at the rate of 5 million gallons 

a year. In the future, it may also produce solar energy.   

It's designed to achieve three benefits: ventilation so that air conditioning isn't needed in the 

shopping center's public places; shelter from inclement weather; and solar shading for the 

hottest times of the day.  

More details:  

 The surface is a dynamic series of flat, inclined planes positioned at variable angles 

and supported by a steel frame. Positioning is the result of careful analysis of sun 

paths, wind patterns and the need for a flexible structure.  

 The slope of each plane allows rainwater to drain easily into multiple storage cisterns 

for reuse. Water is stored above ground,  eliminating the need for electrical pumping 

when it's distributed.     

 An upper glazed ‘skin' provides rain protection and acts as a partial filter for solar 

radiation.  

 Inside the retail center, a continuous series of dramatic fabric ‘blades' 

provides shade. Blades vary in height and angle based on the direction of the sun's 

rays, while maximizing views of the sky. 

This provides a sheltered, but still open air environment, and the design floods the 

interior with patterns of light throughout the day. 

 Toward the eastern end it gently lifts up to create a ‘scoop' that captures trade winds in 

the summer.  Other parts of the structure act as deflectors or additional ‘scoops', 

ensuring that a flow of air, between 6-9 knots in speed, keep the temperature 

comfortable throughout the public spaces.  

At a cost of $20 million, it's a collaborative effort between the developer, Swire Properties, 

the group that's building the structure - German design firm Gartner - project architect, 

Arquitectonica, Cardiff University of Wales and Carnegie Mellon.   

"From its initial conception, the CLIMATE RIBBON
TM

 has provided an architectural shade 

system to protect visitors, so it's gratifying now to see the dynamic evolution of the structure 

to include so many climate management features," says Stephen Owens, president of Swire 

Properties, Inc.  "We feel this element will become a distinctive design emblem of Miami and 

will be reason alone for people to visit and experience Brickell City Centre."  

Swire has registered it as a LEED for Neighborhood Development - because it's part of a 

larger project that has residential and commercial elements. The project is an expansion of 

Brickell, a shorefront development constructed in the 1980s.  

For more inspiration, Check Out the World's Largest Living Wall and two buildings that 

purify the surrounding air.  

<Source> 

Are crickets the next foodie trend? 
Coming to a grocery shelf near you: US startups' insect-based energy bars, baked goods 

and barbecue-flavored "Chirps" 

By Megan Anderle, theguardian.com 

   
Lucy Siegle: 'Bugs have a much smaller carbon footprint than livestock. Few produce methane, and they 

provide dietary protein very efficiently.' Photograph: Alamy 

In one way, Big Cricket Farms is just what it sounds like, that is, a farm that raises crickets. 

But it's also something that it might not sound like: a food supplier.  

The Ohio-based startup, open since April, aims to bring Americans around to what two 

billion people worldwide already believe – that insects can be a delicious, inexpensive and 

environmentally friendly source of protein. 

Founder Kevin Bachhuber is already working with several local businesses, including a 

burger joint creating an insect topping and a bakery using finely-ground crickets as flour in 

cookies. The farm is also supplying a Boston-based startup named Six Foods with the main 

ingredient for “Chirps” – baked snack chips made from cricket flour, beans and rice. Six 

Foods is using $70,000, which it raised on crowdfunding website Kickstarter, to produce and 

package sea salt, aged cheddar and hickory BBQ flavored Chirps, which it plans to deliver 

to US grocery stores in October. 

Big Cricket Farms is one of a growing number of startups betting that insects will be the next 

big food trend. There's Tiny Farms in California and World Ento (for “entomophagy," the 

word for insect-eating) in Texas, and a handful of startups bringing insects to mainstream 

Americans by disguising them as snack foods, such as the Chirps chips from Six Foods, 

energy bars from Salt Lake City startup Chapul and Brooklyn-based startup Exo, and a line 

of cricket-flour cookies from San Francisco-based Bitty Foods. 

Poised for growth 

Right now, Big Cricket Farms's facility – which spans 465 sq km (5,000 sq ft) – produces 

about 136kg (300lb) of crickets each month. But Bachhuber plans to scale up to 454kg 

(1,000lb) a month by August and 2,722kg (6,000lb) a month by October. He hopes to be 

producing around 11 tons (25,000lb) of crickets a month within the next year and a half. 

Although it seems like a substantial expansion, Bachhuber says it's well within reach 

because raising crickets is “very space efficient, and the equipment is not expensive." Given 

that a single cricket produces 1,000 to 3,000 eggs in its lifetime, and that it takes only nine 

weeks for crickets to go from birth to harvest, Bachhuber believes he could harvest 19.5 

tons (43,000lb) of crickets per month at peak production times. 

Big Cricket Farms hasn’t nailed down its wholesale pricing yet, but Bachhuber states that 

generally a bag of dead, frozen whole crickets goes for $4 to $10, while a pound of cricket 

flour runs in the $30 to $35 range. 

“Our single largest cost is the food for the crickets,” says Bachhuber, because Big Cricket 

Farm crickets feed on certified organic grains that are twice as expensive as conventionally 

grown feed for most of their brief lives. He hopes that as his cricket crop increases, he'll be 

able to pay less by weight for this premium feed. 

For their last few days, Bachhuber finishes his crickets with apples, carrots and other 

produce to sweeten and vary their flavors. 

Eco-friendly protein 

Cricket husbandry has many environmental advantages over raising other animals for food. 

It creates significantly less greenhouse gas and ammonia than other livestock, according to 

a 2010 study led by Daniel Oonincx of Wageningen University in the Netherlands.  

They are also more efficient at converting feed to protein, according to a 2013 report from 

the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, because they are cold-blooded, so they don't 

need to burn calories to keep themselves warm. To produce the same amount of protein, 

crickets consume 12 times less feed than cattle, four times less than sheep, and half as 

much as pigs and broiler chickens. 

This relative ease of bringing insects to market is one reason they are popular in developing 

countries. But Western countries have been slow to adopt this trend, with television shows 

like “Fear Factor” reliably triggering disgust in viewers by feeding squirming creepy crawlers 

live to contestants. 

<ReadMore> 
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2013: Hottest May Ever, Hottest June 

Ever 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

As the US drills for ever-increasing amounts of oil and gas - now the leading producer in the 

world! - the earth keeps getting hotter. 

Since records began in 1880, this May was the hottest May ever and June was the hottest 

June, reports the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). It coincides 

with carbon levels in the atmosphere - which, since April have exceeded 400 parts per 

million for the first time in at least 800,000 years. The Japan Meteorological Agency came to 

the same conclusions. 

In June, the Earth's land surface averaged 61.2 degrees Fahrenheit (1.3 degrees higher 

than the 20th century average) and ocean surface temperatures were even hotter at a 

record 62.7 degrees (1.71 degrees above the average), according to NOAA.  

While the US had its 33rd hottest June, every other continent broke heat records, especially 

Australia, Greenland, the South Pole, northern South America, central Africa, southern Asia 

and New Zealand.  

Greenhouse gas emissions, 

sea levels, global temperatures 

and super storms all are 

trending upward, says NOAA, 

showing us what global 

warming looks like. There 

isn't record heat everywhere at 

the same time, but the trends 

are clear.  

425 scientists from 57 countries 

helped to compile 

NOAA's "State of the Climate 

2013" published annually by the American Meteorological  Society. It provides a detailed 

update on global climate indicators, notable weather events, and other data collected by 

environmental monitoring stations and instruments on air, land, sea, and ice.  

Dozens of climate indicators and thousands of measurements track patterns, changes, and 

trends of the global climate system: greenhouse gases; temperatures  throughout the 

atmosphere, ocean, and land; cloud cover; sea levels; ocean salinity; sea ice extent; and 

snow cover.   

It comes to similar conclusions as the US National Climate Assessment and IPCC reports. 

Risky Business calculates the financial impacts of these trends. in 2011, the International 

Energy Agency released a stern warning: the world has five years before it locks in 

irreversible climate change.  

Conclusions include:  

 carbon, methane and nitrous oxide are all continued their  rise in 2013, once 
again reaching historic highs: carbon rose by 2.8 parts per million 
(ppm), reaching a global average of 395.3 ppm for the year (countries agreed to 
stay below 350 ppm).  

 Australia had its warmest year on record, Argentina had its second warmest and 

New Zealand, it's third. Depending on the dataset used, 2013 ranks between the 
2nd to 6th warmest year on record for the Earth. 

 Sea levels continue to rise and the Arctic had its 7th warmest year since records 
began, with the 6th lowest amount of sea ice ever. All seven lowest sea ice 
extents have occurred in the past seven years. 

Climate.gov has highlights of the report broken into categories:  

Website: www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/state-climate-2013-

highlights 

<Source> 

6 reasons technology alone can't solve 

water scarcity 
By Will Sarni  

The drought in California is great test bed for how the private and public sector is 

addressing, or not addressing, water scarcity (the “drought” is likely the “new normal” for 

water in the state and not a temporary condition). It also highlights a bias for technology 

instead of the more challenging solutions in order to rethink both how we value water and 

change behavior. 

The drought in California is starting to bite, with an estimated cost of $2.2 billion and 17,100 

part-time and seasonal farm jobs this year. A report by the University of California-Davis 

Center for Watershed Sciences (PDF) finds that agriculture in the state is experiencing the 

“greatest water loss ever seen,” a result of warming winters, thinning seasonal snow packs, 

drier rivers and, through it all, heavier reliance on water pumped from underground. 

Welcome to the “new normal.” 

So what is our response to the new normal: Increase supply through conventional and 

innovative technology solutions? 

This is not the complete answer. Remember, “wicked problems” require “wickedly smart 

solutions,” which in my view is a combination of water technology innovation and “soft path 

water” approaches. 

Let me elaborate. We appear to be overwhelmingly focused on technology as a cure-all for 

water issues. How many times have we heard, “Why can’t we just desalinate sea water?” 

Essentially, create more supply so 

we can maintain business as usual 

from a consumption perspective. 

Sustainably addressing water 

scarcity will require technology 

solutions both conventional and 

innovative — both the “hard path 

for water” and the soft path for 

water. The conventional “hard path 

for water” is characterized by 

centralized infrastructure and 

decision-making using technology 

and institutions developed in the 

19th and 20th centuries: large 

dams and reservoirs, pipelines and treatment plants, public water departments and 

agencies and private companies. 

The soft path for water defines a “new approach to managing water resources,” says the 

Pacific Institute. It seeks to take advantage of the potential for decentralized facilities, 

efficient technologies, flexible public and private institutions, innovative economics and 

human capital. It strives to improve the overall productivity of water use rather than seek 

endless sources of new supply. It works with water users at local and community scales and 

seeks to protect the critical ecological services such as nutrient cycling, flood protection, 

aquatic habitat, as well as waste dilution and removal that water also provides. 

The Pacific Institute distinguishes the soft and hard paths for water in these six ways: 

1. The soft path directs governments, companies and individuals to focus on sustainable 

ways to satisfy the needs of people and businesses, instead of just supplying water. People 

want clean clothes or to be able to produce goods and services — they do not care how 

much water is used and may not care if water is used at all. 

2. The soft path leads to water systems that supply water of various qualities for different 

uses. For instance, storm runoff, greywater and reclaimed wastewater are well-suited to 

irrigate landscaping or for some industrial purposes. 

3. The soft path for water recognizes that investing in decentralized infrastructure can be 

just as cost-effective as investing in large, centralized facilities. Nothing is inherently better 

about providing irrigation water from a massive reservoir instead of using decentralized 

rainwater capture and storage.  

4. The soft path requires water agency or 

company personnel to interact closely with 

water users and to engage community 

groups in water management. The hard path, 

governed by an engineering mentality, is 

accustomed to meeting generic needs. 

5. The soft path recognizes that the health of 

our natural world and the activities that 

depend on it (such as swimming and 

tourism) are important to water users and 

people in general. Often times, the hard path — by not returning enough water to the natural 

world — harms other water users downstream. 

6. The soft path recognizes the complexities of water economics, including the power of 

economies of scope. An economy of scope exists when a combined decision-making 

process would allow specific services to be delivered at a lower cost than would result from 

separate decision-making. 

At the state level or country level, "hard path" technology solutions and infrastructure 

coupled with soft path solutions such as public policy, pricing and behavior change are 

needed together to address water scarcity. 

The same is the case for companies trying to maintain their social license to operate and 

resiliency in the face of increased competition for water and prolonged droughts — focus on 

water efficiency, reuse, recycling and collective action programs with stakeholders within a 

watershed (the soft path). 

Technology alone can’t save us. 

Top image of water-saving drip irrigation by Max Lindenthaler via Shutterstock. 

<Source> 
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George Washington University plans 

bright future with solar energy 
By Meghan Chapple  

In the heart of bustling 

Washington, D.C., land is at a 

premium. Here in Foggy 

Bottom, where the George 

Washington University (GW) 

sits just blocks from the White 

House, we would never have 

the land—or roof space—to 

build enough solar panels to 

sustainably power our 

institution and significantly 

reduce our carbon footprint. 

Our neighbors in a three-mile 

radius—startup OPower, the 

U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

and the World Bank—face the 

same problem, which is 

increasingly exacerbated by the fact that more and more people are moving into urban 

areas around the world. 

How can we sustainably support the power urban institutions need in a climate-constrained 

world? 

Each of us can implement various environmental efficiency measures (GW has nine LEED-

certified buildings and a campus-wide building energy efficiency program, for example), but 

they only go so far in reducing or eliminating our carbon footprint. The answer, we’ve found 

after engaging in a four-year process and working with two other D.C. institutions, is to 

receive our “green” power directly from an offsite solar farm. With the hope that we can 

begin to shift the retail energy market toward greener power, we are showing that large 

organizations in an urban setting can partner to significantly reduce their carbon footprints. 

Capital Partners Solar Project, as we’ve dubbed it, is a partnership among GW, American 

University (AU) and the George Washington University Hospital (GWUH). Comprising 52 

megawatts (MW) of solar photovoltaic (PV) power—roughly the amount of electricity used 

by 8,200 homes every year—it is the largest non-utility solar PV power purchase agreement 

in the United States in total megawatt hours contracted, and the largest PV project east of 

the Mississippi River. Duke Energy Renewables (DER) supplies the power. 

By 2015, GW will receive more than half of its electricity need from the Capital Partners 

Solar Project, which will accelerate GW reaching its 2025 carbon reduction goal. The project 

will create a 30 percent reduction in GW’s emissions associated with its electricity use. 

Together, the three partners will eliminate 60,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide each year, 

which is equivalent to taking roughly 12,500 cars off the road. 

The solar power harvested by 243,000 solar panels in North Carolina will move through the 

state’s electrical grid into the D.C. regional grid, increasing the amount of solar energy in the 

region. 

University buildings like the H.B. Burns Memorial 

Building will benefit from power generated on offsite 

solar farms. (Credit: NCinDC via Compfight) For the 

partners, the 20-year agreement will provide fixed 

pricing for the solar energy at a lower total price 

than current power solutions and is expected to 

yield greater economic savings for the partners as 

traditional power prices are anticipated to increase 

at a higher rate over the same period. 

The project wouldn’t have been possible without the 

support of our leadership and the collaboration of 

AU and GWUH. 

Gary Farha, president and CEO of CustomerFirst 

Renewables (which structured the deal with DER), said, “Executive involvement and 

support is key in moving these projects forward. While the cross-functional team can 

develop a plan and vet the options and issues, without buy-in and progressive leadership at 

the highest levels, it is very difficult to make a project of this importance and magnitude 

happen.” 

GW provided the greatest buy-in as the largest purchaser, with about 70 percent of the 

project’s power. The partners will break ground on the first site this summer, and panels will 

begin to deliver electricity to GW by the end of the year. 

“There are a number of ways to procure renewable power, but what GW and its partners 

have done with their direct approach is rare and has established a new precedent for 

sourcing offsite solutions at lower costs and at meaningful volumes, while also protecting 

themselves from future market price risk,” Farha said. 

Alex Perera, renewable energy expert at the World Resources Institute, said the project is a 

“model” for others. 

“GW and its partners have developed a model that directly ties the solar source with their 

use and payments,” he said. “Their approach could help move the market to more direct 

sourcing of renewable energy by large retail buyers. This solution could be widely replicated 

by buyers in the public and private sectors.” 

Rhone Resch, president and CEO of the Solar Energy Industries Association, added: “This 

project is a real game changer for a number of reasons. It shows that renewables can be 

deployed on a scale that really moves the needle for large customers. And it proves, once 

again, that the clean tech industry is growing. ” 

We, with our partners, have proven that a university in the middle of an urban center can 

directly receive a significant amount of our power from renewable energy. We see this as a 

great step toward a greener energy future and look forward to other large institutions joining 

us in combating climate change. 

Top image of panels on solar farm by portumen via shutterstock. 

<Source> 

Clear differences between organic and 

non-organic food, study finds 
By Damian Carrington and George Arnett, for The Guardian 

Organic food has more 

of the antioxidant 

compounds linked to 

better health than 

regular food, and lower 

levels of toxic metals 

and pesticides, 

according to the most 

comprehensive 

scientific analysis to 

date. 

The international team 

behind the work 

suggests that switching 

to organic fruit and 

vegetables could give the same benefits as adding one or two portions of the recommended 

“five a day”. 

The team, led by Prof Carlo Leifert at 

Newcastle University, concludes that there 

are “statistically significant, meaningful” 

differences, with a range of antioxidants 

being “substantially higher” – between 19% 

and 69% – in organic food. It is the first 

study to demonstrate clear and wide-ranging 

differences between organic and 

conventional fruits, vegetables and cereals. 

The researchers say the increased levels of 

antioxidants are equivalent to “one to two of 

the five portions of fruits and vegetables 

recommended to be consumed daily and 

would therefore be significant and 

meaningful in terms of human nutrition, if 

information linking these [compounds] to the 

health benefits associated with increased 

fruit, vegetable and whole grain consumption 

is confirmed”. 

The findings will bring to the boil a long-

simmering row over whether those 

differences mean organic food is better for people, with one expert calling the work sexed 

up. 

Tom Sanders, a professor of nutrition at King’s College London, said the research did show 

some differences. “But the question is are they within natural variation? And are they 

nutritionally relevant? I am not convinced.” 

He said Leifert’s work had caused controversy in the past. “Leifert has had a lot of aggro 

with a lot of people. He is oversexing [this report] a bit.” Sanders added the research 

showed organic cereals have less protein than conventional crops. 

The research was peer-reviewed and is published in a respected scientific journal, the 

British Journal of Nutrition. It has appeared on several academic websites. 

<Source> 

 

Organic apples and pears. Photograph: David Sillitoe for the Guardian 
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Unleashing employee creativity to 

deliver on sustainability 
 By Oliver Balch, for theguardian.com 

Every corporate strategy worth its salt has to have a simple, catchy title and sustainable 

growth is no exception; Unilever’s “Sustainable Living”, Marks & Spencer’s “Plan A” and 

IBM’s “Smarter Planet” offer a flavour of the current fare. Don’t mistake simple for simplistic, 

though. As with all 

effective communication, 

behind the brevity lies a 

set of complex, engaging 

ideas. 

Take HP. The US 

technology company has 

a sustainability strategy it 

calls “Living Progress“, 

the stated aim of which is 

to “create a better future 

for everyone through our 

actions and innovations”. 

But getting employees on 

board is the key to 

“making that vision a 

reality”, says Gabi Zedlmayer, chief progress officer at HP. 

Aligning interests 

Yet companies face a dilemma. A catchy title might win the ear of their employees, but it 

won’t necessarily encourage them to act. For that to happen, companies need to appeal to 

employees’ hearts as much as their heads, says Zedlmayer: “Being able to meld HP’s long-

term commitment to sustainability with the passion of our employees represents a winning 

formula.” 

Before corporate strategists pick up their pens, they need to discover where it is that their 

employees’ passions lie. That means listening – through workshops, focus groups and other 

forms of structured dialogue. The next step should, in principle, be easy: provide the 

framework to let those passions loose. 

Strong-arm tactics won’t work, warns Jay Coen Gilbert, founder of B Lab, a US-based non-

profit organisation that certifies companies as sustainable: “Increasingly, telling people to 

care about sustainability – or what to do about it – is not as effective as asking them what 

they care about and what they think you should do about it together.” 

That logic applies across the spectrum of sustainability issues, from building stronger 

communities or reducing carbon emissions through to reducing workplace accidents or 

eliminating corruption. 

Alexi Carli, global health and safety manager at UPS, stresses the importance of employee 

ownership too: “If you want to nurture genuine employee engagement, it has to be less top-

down and a lot more bottom up”, she says. “Management needs to provide support and an 

overall framework, as well as set expectations, but real employee creativity comes when 

you loosen the reins.” 

UPS has clear procedures and strict targets for reducing injuries and auto accidents at work 

and its 3,300 health and safety committees all have management and non-management 

employees as co-chairs. The remaining members, approximately four to 20 people, are all 

operational employees. Such an approach not only gives a sense of employee ownership, 

but also provides the company with a ready network of peer-to-peer advocates. “When you 

give employees the latitude to act and when they see that those actions have value and are 

making a difference, then that will make them want to do more,” adds Carli, who notes that 

lost-time injury frequency has been reduced by nearly 15% since 2009. 

Prompting passion 

Volunteering provides another natural way of tapping into employees’ passions and exciting 

their interest in sustainability. Gib Bulloch, executive director of Accenture Development 

Partnerships (ADP), a social enterprise spin-off from consultancy firm Accenture, is a big 

fan. Volunteering opportunities – particularly those that are long-term and skills-based – can 

act as a “living laboratory for social innovation”, he says. 

To think out of the box, employees have to live out of the box, he reasons: “There are lots of 

examples of where a volunteering programme can get people thinking out of the box and 

thinking about their skills, their job, their company’s products and services and how these 

might be able to solve a particular problem.” 

He gives the example of an industrial engineer at UK pharmaceuticals company GSK. The 

mid-level employee came up with an idea for providing low-cost health diagnostics during a 

volunteering stint in Kenya. “It’s no surprise that the idea came to him in the slums of 

Nairobi,” says Bulloch. 

<Source> 

Mandatory fuel economy standards for 

cars could dramatically cut emissions 

By Bridie Jabour, for theguardian.com 

If Australia introduced mandatory emissions or fuel economy standards for cars, emissions 

could be reduced by millions of tonnes, a new report from the Climate Change Authority 

says. 

The restrictions on all light 

vehicles could avoid 59m 

tonnes of emissions by 

2030 and double the fuel 

efficiency of light vehicles in 

Australia by 2025, CCA 

estimates show. 

The mandatory standards, 

which the authority says 

could also lower fuel bills, 

would include restrictions 

on how much carbon 

dioxide could be emitted 

from vehicles from 192g/km to 105g/km. 

The report, Light Vehicle Emissions Standards for Australia, proposes starting to introduce 

the standard from 2018 when car manufacturing finishes in Australia. 

“Australia has an opportunity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and lower fuel bills for 

Australian motorists by making light vehicles more efficient. A light vehicle emissions 

standard is the best way to achieve this,” the report says. 

“Reducing emissions from all light vehicles (including both passenger and light commercial 

vehicles) would support Australia’s contribution to global efforts to limit the harmful impacts 

of climate change.” 

Transport accounts for 16% of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions and light vehicles 

alone account for 10%. 

“Despite a long history of policy discussion and moderate improvements in vehicle fuel 

efficiency and emissions, Australia lags behind many other countries. This is unlikely to 

change in the absence of government action, despite the closure of domestic manufacturing 

and the importation of all vehicles by 2018,” the report says. 

“Without regulatory intervention to address market failures and other behavioural barriers, 

Australia risks continuing to lag behind and to miss opportunities to improve its energy 

productivity, reduce emissions and permit motorists to save on their fuel bills. 

<ReadMore> 

Delta Electronics intros innovative battery 
energy storage solution 
CIOL (press release)  

Delta Electronics, a global leader in power and thermal management solutions 
headquartered in Taiwan, announced today the launch of a new Battery Energy Storage 
Solution (BESS), at a press conference in Paris. 

This innovative energy-saving solution is complementary with renewable energy production 
systems in smart grids, and helps managing energy demand to ultimately reduce or defer 
the overall costs of grid investment and power dispatch. 

Delta developed this innovative energy storage system designed for smart grid applications 
to optimize home energy balance. The system serves as an ‘energy reservoir' for electricity 
generated from the photovoltaic (PV) module. The electricity which is stored in the batteries 
in the system can either be used by the household when there is no sunlight, or be fed into 
the grid when there is surplus energy. 

Jackie Chang, president and general manager of Delta EMEA, said "thanks to Delta's 
Battery Energy Storage Solution, the system showed a significant reduction of grid power 
purchase. This new flexible and modular system helps managing energy in a grid including 
intermittent energy sources, such as solar energy. With this new solution, Delta contributes 
to smarter and greener energy management". 

The Delta energy storage and management system is designed to be modular and flexible 
in configuration. It can optimize energy consumption and power dispatch according to 
customer profiles. 

Significant benefits resulted from the Delta energy storage system include 1. Reducing gird 
peak power demand; 2. Increasing the utilization of renewable energy, such as the existing 
rooftop PV installation; and 3. Reducing electricity bills by load shift and avoiding high 
electricity tariffs. 

The BESS system is a home energy system consisting of a complete Delta composition, 
including rectifier, charger, micro-inverter, Li-ion battery, controller, sensor module and an 
energy management system, which can be remotely-controlled via mobile device. The Delta 
BESS system will be available on market in 2015. 

<Source> 

Engaging with employees to build a sustainability strategy together 

ensures they champion the cause. Photograph: Alamy 

Transport accounts for 16% of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions. 

Photograph: Tim Graham/Getty Images 
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DuPont and GM's lessons for closing in 

on zero waste 
By Matthias Krause  

Every time something in 

your company's production 

cycle gets thrown into a 

trash can and ends up in a 

landfill, you throw out 

some money. 

A landfill-free strategy is 

too costly, too challenging, 

and too hard to implement, 

you say? Check out how 

the experts featured in 

Greenbiz's recent webcast 

"Innovative Approaches to 

Recycling and Waste 

Reduction" did it. 

GM turns rubbish into resources 

"We like to say: Waste is a resource out of place," said John Bradburn, General Motors' 

global manager of waste reduction. 111 of GM's facilities worldwide are landfill-free. Via 

recycling and reuse, GM diverted 2.2 million tons of waste from landfills, the equivalent of 

38 million garbage bags. Since 2000, the company reduced its non-recycled waste by 73 

percent. The total waste was diminished by 43 percent from 2000 to 2010 and by 10 

percent more from 2010 to 2013. "It has been a long road for us," Bradburn said. 

If you think of waste as a resource out of place, you might come up with innovative ideas 

that not only solve your own problems but those of others as well, just as GM did. After the 

Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico, GM approached BP to help recycle 

booms used to prevent the spilled oil reaching the beaches. GM found a way to extract the 

raw materials — including the oil — from the booms and incorporated it into producing air 

deflectors for the Chevy Volt. 227 miles of booms were recycled that way, diverting 212,500 

pounds of waste from landfill and eliminating 140 tons of CO2-equivalent emissions. 

 

In this video, GM’s John Bradburn shows off Chevy Volt parts made into homes for wood 

ducks. (Credit: Brad Marley via YouTube) 

Sometimes, materials can be incorporated into new products that help the community 

instead of polluting its environment. 4,000 yards of sound-absorbing material for GM 

vehicles have been made into waterproof coats that transform into sleeping bags for the 

homeless in Detroit. Old battery cases from Chevy Volts have been made into nesting 

boxes for ducks. And steel baskets used for shipping parts from Europe to Detroit serve as 

raised vegetable beds for community gardens. The option was to melt the metal and get a 

few cents per pound for it, or do a community service, Bradburn said: "We chose the 

community service." 

It's even possible to upcycle, to transform seemingly inferior materials into something more 

valuable. GM uses cardboard from shipping material to produce sound-dampening material 

for the headliners of the Buick Lacrosse and Verano. Old tires from GM's test facilities are 

mixed with plastic caps that used to be protective packing aids and together with other 

materials they become air and water baffles for a variety of GM vehicles. "We like to 

combine streams. We like to solve two or three problems at the same time," said Bradburn. 

But what about the costs? 

The materials that leave GM's facilities to be recycled are creating $1 billion in revenue each 

year, Bradburn said. "But in future we want to make it zero [materials leaving GM], because 

we want to consume all of our materials within our processes." 

DuPont's recipe for zero waste 

For chemical giant DuPont, recycling typically generates revenue as well, said David Walter, 

the company's global business development manager. But what is even more impressive is 

how little manpower and time he required to make DuPont Building Innovations department 

landfill-free. 

14 people, none of them full-time, worked on DuPont's "Drive to Zero." No capital was 

required for the program. Instead the company ended up saving money, Walter said. The 

results were no less impressive. In 2008, DuPont Building Innovations still sent 81 million 

pounds of waste to landfills. The company achieved the goal of taking that number down to 

zero on Dec. 22, 2011. 

"The last couple of pounds were very stubborn, but we knew that that was going to be the 

case," Walter said. And he took an important lesson away from the experiment, besides all 

the environmental and economic benefits: "Never underestimate the power of a dedicated 

group of people committed to a vision. That was a key learning for us, for sure." 

 

Corian begets Corian when scrap is worked into the Terra collection. (Credit: DuPont via 

YouTube) 

The most important step in the beginning of the project was to thoroughly access the waste 

streams. That data was not readily available. "We did some deep mapping," Walter said. 

Why were the materials there? Where were they produced? When were they produced? 

After the first step, the process was guided by the EPA waste management hierarchy, with 

reduce and reuse as the more desirable options and recycle and energy recovery as the 

less desirable ones, resulting in a whole laundry list of things to do. 

1. Scrap sheet and trim ground back into first-grade material or ground into drain 

rock 

2. Carrier film recycled into glue 

3. Metal melted down and recast 

4. Banding melted and recast into same 

5. Pallets repaired and re-purposed 

6. Scrap wood ground into animal bedding 

7. Paper and cardboard recycled back into same 

Tips from a waste management pro 

GM and DuPont were optimizing their existing production processes, but even if a product is 

designed from scratch, the idea of a circular economy is often poorly implemented. "We are 

still acting very linear. We tend to pass on the problem," said Tom Carpenter, director of 

Waste Management Sustainability Services. 

Instead, it needs to be more of a matrix approach that takes into account that all parts for 

the production process are interrelated. For the best results, the important questions need 

to be ask in the design phase of a new product already, Carpenter said: "We should be 

asking: What is the end of use of this material? What is the next use of this material?" 

In Carpenter's opinion, it also is important to test the products in a real-life environment. 

Only if the material did indeed run successfully through a recycling facility can one can be 

sure that it is suitable. Sometimes, Carpenter said, even subtle changes, such as the use of 

a different coloring of a product, can make the difference between more waste going to 

landfills or materials finding a new life. 

Top image of empty wastebasket by JOAT via Shutterstock. 

<Source> 
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Oil-rich United Arab Emirates aims to 

be a sustainable energy pioneer 
One of the world's richest oil-based economies is embracing sustainable technologies, and 

making a surprise bid to become a clean energy leader 

By Andrew Winston, Guardian Professional 

Imagine if you and your extended family were digging in the backyard and found something 

valuable like, say, 10% of the world's oil reserves. That's the story of the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE), a small country with big assets and bigger ambitions. 

UAE should be a powerful defender of the status quo on energy use. Denying climate 

change would also make tremendous sense. But this country is attempting a pivot of historic 

proportions, trying to build a oil-free future in the desert. UAE has become a major player in 

clean technologies, funding large-scale renewable energy projects around the world, and 

investing millions in fundamental research (in partnership with MIT) in energy, water, 

microelectronics, advanced materials, and transportation systems. 

Earlier this year, I spent a few days in Abu Dhabi (on a press trip with travel paid for by the 

PR firm that represents Masdar and the UAE), attending the city's annual World Future of 

Energy summit and spoke with key executives from the country's clean energy business 

arm. In recent weeks, I was struck by the difference between the UAE's approach and that 

of a similar sized entity, ExxonMobil. The oil company released a long statement on the risk 

of its oil and gas assets being "stranded" (that is, made worthless) by the world's potential 

pivot away from fossil fuels. 

Not surprisingly, Exxon said there was no real risk to its investors – it would burn all the fuel 

it has in reserve, climate change be damned, because a) the world's poor and growing 

middle classes need energy and b) the world's governments would not take strong enough 

policy action to seriously reduce carbon emissions. On the latter point, sadly, the company 

may be right. On the first, though, it was top-notch propaganda to conflate the need for 

energy to a need for their form of carbon-based energy. We can provide carbon-free energy 

to the world, with or without Exxon. 

In comparison to Exxon's backward-looking position, the UAE seems positively progressive 

on clean energy. At the Future of Energy Summit, UAE leaders announced a partnership 

with Denmark, and with Vestas Wind in particular, to tackle energy poverty in the developing 

world. The Wind for Prosperity project will offer carbon-free electricity to those who mostly 

use very expensive diesel generators for power. This partnership is only one example of the 

UAE's strategy to help bring about a clean economy future, which, according to Bader Al 

Lamki, the director of Masdar Clean Energy, has two major elements. 

First, the country is helping build the global supply of clean energy, recognising that, as Al 

Lamki told me, "conventional forms of energy are going to decline" (a statement in direct 

opposition to Exxon's projections). Al Lamki runs a couple of funds investing hundreds of 

millions of dollars in some of the largest utility scale solar and wind projects in the world, as 

well as water desalination, energy storage, and energy efficiency. 

Second, UAE built Masdar City, a demonstration project and research facility, to show how 

clean technologies could work in practice. Assessing the progress of Masdar City (which I 

visited), is a longer conversation. But the research going on there is real. UAE partnered 

with Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to build a graduate degree programme 

and research facility to patent and leverage new technologies. 

Cynics would say the UAE is doing this all for show, but it doesn't feel that way. And it's not 

new. Decades ago, the father of the UAE, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan (who died in 

2004), laid out a surprising vision of critical issues that would shape the future of his 

country. The four main ideas, according to Fred Moavenzadeh, the MIT professor running 

the Masdar Institute of Technology, were the diversification from oil and gas, concern about 

climate change, the importance of good education for his people, and equal rights for 

women. 

UAE is certainly not alone in trying to make a fundamental pivot away from fossil fuels. 

There's a surprisingly long list of countries that get over half their electricity from renewables 

already, although most are using hydropower to get there. A smaller group is going for the 

true renewables like solar, wind, and geothermal.  

Germany, while struggling at times, is pursuing green energy aggressively. Kenya is 

planning to get half its electricity from solar by 2016. Morocco is shooting for 42% 

renewables by 2020. Even Saudi Arabia has some aggressive solar goals and is investing 

over $100bn in a solar future. 

The business case for oil countries to go clean first is strong – every barrel they don't use 

they can sell at a vast profit to all of us. And it was actually a Saudi leader who once said 

memorably that the Stone Age did not end for lack of stones. But UAE seems to be taking 

that concept to heart. I heard the phrase, "If you can do it here …" repeatedly. They were 

talking about both the literal challenge of creating a net-zero building in a country with no 

water and 120F temperatures, and also about building a clean oasis in the middle of so 

much oil. 

The scale of UAE's clean activity may not be enough to replace their oil-based economy any 

time soon. But it's clear that the country is trying to avoid a round trip from a nomadic 

existence to untold riches and back again. Companies and countries of all sizes should 

heed the heretical questions that this small, unusual country is posing, or risk a similar fate. 

Andrew Winston, founder of Winston Eco-Strategies, is a globally recognised expert on 

green business strategy. 

<Source> 

Sainsbury’s store to be powered solely 

by food waste 
By Rebecca Smithers, for theguardian.com 

 

Food waste from Sainsbury’s supermarkets around the UK is delivered by lorry to Biffa’s 

plant in Cannock, and turned into bio-methane gas which is then used to generate 

electricity. Photograph: Diensen Pamben/Getty Images 

A Sainsbury’s store in the West Midlands will be the first retail outlet in the UK to come off 

the National Grid and be powered by food waste alone in a ground-breaking project being 

unveiled on Monday. 

Sainsbury’s and waste recycling company Biffa have been working on new technology to 

allow the Cannock store to run on electricity solely generated from anaerobic digestion. 

Sainsbury’s is already the UK’s largest retail user of anaerobic digestion, generating enough 

electricity to power 2,500 homes each year. Food waste from the chain’s supermarkets 

around the UK is delivered by lorry to Biffa’s plant in Cannock, and turned into bio-methane 

gas which is then used to generate electricity that is directly supplied to the supermarket via 

a newly constructed 1.5km-long electricity cable. 

Sainsbury’s says all general waste from stores is recycled or turned into fuel. Surplus food 

that cannot be used by its charity partners to feed vulnerable people via food banks and 

other initiatives is processed into animal feed for farmers or used to generate energy 

through anaerobic digestion. Waste bananas from its Prescot Road store in Liverpool go to 

Knowsley safari park to feed the monkeys. 

Paul Crewe, head of sustainability at Sainsbury’s, said: “We send absolutely no waste to 

landfill and are always looking for new ways to reuse and recycle. So we’re delighted to be 

the first business ever to make use of this linkup technology, allowing our Cannock store to 

be powered entirely by our food waste.” 

<Source> 

Masdar City aims to show how clean technologies can work in practice. Photograph: Ali 

Haide/epa/Corbis 
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General Mills Takes On Climate Change 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

Pushed hard by Oxfam America's "Behind the Brands" campaign, food giant General Mills 

announced industry-leading initiatives on climate change.   

Oxfam has been pressuring the food industry to make much more serious commitments on 

climate change, gathering over 230,000 signatures on petitions for General Mills alone. 

Along with Kellogg, the two companies are at the bottom of the big 10 food corporations on 

addressing the problem.  

As a result, Cheerios, Betty Crocker, Haagen-Dazs, Green Giant and other well-known 

General Mills brands will publicly advocate for action and clean up their operations 

and supply chains.    

The company says it will sustainably source 100% of its 10 priority ingredients by 2020 - 

half its raw material purchases. And it's  committing to long-term science-based targets -

 those that  keep global temperature rise below 2°C. Importantly these targets include a 

clear commitment to address its supply chain, which generates 92% of its emissions 

from agricultural ingredients and packaging.  

Palm oil and pulp and paper industries are the leading cause of deforestation, accounting 

for almost 85% of 

Indonesia's carbon 

emissions - the 

third highest in the 

world. 2.5 million 

acres a year are 

clear cut, releasing 

more carbon 

than all the cars, 

trucks, planes and 

ships in the US 

combined.  

Supply chain 

targets will also 

include direct 

emissions (such as dairy farms), water use, waste, packaging and transportation.  

To advocate for strong policy, General Mills signed the Climate Declaration and joined 

Business for Innovative Climate and Energy Policy (BICEP) which is working to pass 

meaningful climate and energy legislation.  

"This would not have happened without the remarkable outpouring of public action from 

individuals who are fed up with the lack of effort to address climate change from too many 

food companies and governments," says Monique van Zijl, who manages Oxfam's Behind 

the Brands campaign. 

General Mills says it lost 62 days of production in the first quarter alone from extreme 

weather. "Too many of today's food and beverage giants are crossing their fingers and 

hoping that climate change won't disrupt the food system imagining somebody else will fix it. 

The "Big 10" companies generate over $1 billion a day and have great power to influence 

global food chains, says Winnie Byanyima, Executive Director of Oxfam.  

General Mills says it will:  

1. Set and disclose emission-reduction targets for its total supply chain by August 2015, with 

a focus on agriculture.  

2. Aim for net-zero deforestation in high-risk supply chains - palm oil, packaging fiber, beef, 

soy, sugarcane - by 2020.   

3. Disclose top three suppliers of palm oil and sugar cane.  

4. Participate in the Carbon Disclosure Project, including annual reports on supply 

chain emissions data and forest health.  

5. Publicly advocate for effective public and industry policy, such as encouraging peers to 

join the Consumer Goods Forum's net-zero deforestation commitment.  

6. Join BICEP and sign the Climate Declaration.  

7. Regularly review company statements and policies to ensure alignment with mitigation 

targets and initiatives.  

Kellogg is next on Oxfam's list, so far refusing to take serious action. "We applaud General 
Mills for taking this vital first step," says van Zijl. "We look forward to tracking the actions the 
company takes to follow through on their promises. The ball is now in Kellogg's court to 
respond to the hundreds of thousands of people calling for climate action."  

Although GMO agriculture isn't included in Oxfam's campaign, almost all the top 10 food 
companies are behind the misinformation campaign to stop food labels.  

Read our article, Big 10 Food Companies Must Do More on Climate Change, Says Oxfam.  

Here is General Mill's Climate Policy:  

Website: www.generalmills.com/ChannelG/Issues/climate_policy.aspx/ 

<Source> 

Efficiency and performance meet in 

BMW’s electric i3 
By Greg Rucks  

The EPA recently rated 

BMW’s new all-electric i3 

at 124 MPGe, making it 

the most efficient car in 

the U.S. market. While this 

is only nine MPGe better 

than the comparably sized 

Nissan LEAF, the i3 

upholds BMW’s reputation 

for manufacturing luxury 

cars that offer a superior 

driving experience. How 

BMW created a car with 

greater efficiency without 

sacrificing performance or 

functionality is mostly due 

to its holistic design approach and use of advanced lightweight materials. 

Designing from the ground up 

Unlike many car manufacturers, BMW didn’t take an existing platform and adapt it to electric 

drive, but designed the i3 from the ground up. Its design in many ways reflects a shift away 

from traditional car design due to the fundamentally different way an electric vehicle 

operates. There is no longer an engine or radiator, usually housed under the hood, so there 

is no need for extra length at the front of the vehicle. Similarly, there is no longer an exhaust 

system or traditional transmission and thus no need to accommodate these systems under 

the passenger, sometimes done today through the mound on the floor that runs the length 

of the interior and separates driver from passenger. But there are a large and relatively hefty 

battery back, new power electronics and an electric motor to put somewhere. 

To accommodate and best take advantage of these many differences, designers started 

from scratch. That’s why the battery pack essentially forms the foundation of the i3, creating 

a battery platform on which the rest of the vehicle sits and giving it a low center of gravity, 

contributing to good handling and stability. Simplified EV componentry perhaps made the 

i3’s flat floor, with no center console, easier to execute, giving the i3 more interior space. It 

also provided a surprising safety benefit — the driver can more easily exit or enter from the 

passenger door while parked on high-traffic city streets. The occupants are also shifted 

forward relative to a standard design and the footprint is very small considering the amount 

of interior volume it provides. To put things in perspective, BMW’s i3 offers as much interior 

space as the automaker’s 3-series sedan, but the i3 is a full 2 feet shorter. 

As for performance, the i3 is legitimately quick, accelerating from 0 to 60 in 7.4 seconds. 

Advantages of lightweighting 

The i3 weighs 20 percent lighter than a Nissan LEAF. Our analysis indicates this level of 

weight reduction normally would provide an efficiency increase equivalent to 18 MPGe over 

the LEAF’s 115 MPGe, but the performance benefits partially reduced the efficiency benefit. 

Nonetheless, use of materials that enable low weight with equal or better structural 

performance allowed BMW to produce a high-performing vehicle while still hitting the 

impressive mark of 124 MPGe. In addition to the efficiency and performance benefits of 

lightness, use of lightweight carbon fiber composite in the i3 gave the car some benefits not 

seen in other vehicles. 

Because carbon fiber composite is much stiffer and stronger than steel, it was easier for the 

i3 to eliminate the B-pillar, the vertical support between the front door and rear door. The 

front doors open normally while the rear doors are hinged at the back. These “coach doors” 

make it easier to load child car seats, groceries and more, and contribute to a sense of 

spaciousness and accessibility. 

Another interesting fact about the i3 is its low embodied emissions — the sum of all the 

emissions during production of the car. Carbon fiber poses a challenge from this standpoint 

because it is produced from a relatively energy-intensive process. Composite materials are 

also inherently difficult to recycle and part manufacturing currently produces a lot of excess 

scrap material that is difficult to reuse. However, BMW has at least partially mitigated these 

challenges by powering its carbon fiber production plant in Moses Lake, Wash., with clean 

hydro-derived electricity, allowing it to completely avoid combustion of natural gas during 

the production process. 

Of course, the embodied emissions go up when the i3 is equipped with its optional “REx,” or 

“Range Extender,” as most are. We’ll discuss the implications of this in a future blog post. 

It is unclear whether BMW’s i3 is actually a moneymaker given the much higher cost 

associated with its carbon fiber composite construction. Its selling price in the low $40,000s 

is already outside the price range of most car buyers. Whether BMW will be able to bring 

that price within range of the mainstream (assuming it wants to do so in the first place) 

remains an open and important question for the industry. 

<ReadMore> 
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Aviation innovation: Solar powered 

aeroplanes and silicone wings 
Wing flaps modelled on birds and a 100% solar-powered plane, technology to tackle the 

industry's high emissions 

By Elisabeth Braw, theguardian.com 

When birds land, their wings adjust to the airstreams, allowing them to spend as little energy 

as possible. By contrast, aeroplanes use clunky landing flaps that help channel the air but 

also waste large amounts of energy. 

A research team, financed by the EU, has developed a new material that allows aeroplane 

wings to function more like birds' wings. "Our prototype shows that it reduces the 

aeroplane's fuel consumption by 6% thanks to the reduced air resistance", explains Andreas 

Lühring, a research scientist at the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Technology and 

Advanced Materials (IFAM) in Bremen, which was responsible for developing the new 

aeroplane wing's "skin" - the surface that allows the flaps to move seamlessly. "And 

because the material makes the plane lighter, it will consume even less energy." 

What seems so easy for birds is, in fact, an extremely tricky task. "You have to develop a 

very particular kind of material that can cope with temperatures of -55C at the plane's 

cruising altitude, and at such temperatures most materials get stiff," explains Lühring. "But 

when the plane lands it needs to be flexible." Lühring and his colleagues, part of a team of 

around 50 scientists from 15 European companies, universities and research institutes, 

found a formula that does the trick: solid materials such as aluminium mixed with soft ones 

such as silicone and even silicone foam, a very elastic substance that functions much the 

same as a bath sponge when it's squeezed. 

The project, called Saritsu (Smart Intelligent Aircraft Structures) and coordinated by Airbus, 

was presented at the Berlin Air Show last month. The team's prototype aeroplane wing will 

now be tested outside the lab, in real-life aviation settings. If it proves safe, any aircraft 

manufacturer will be able to use it. The potential impact on the aviation sectors' CO2 

emissions is significant. If every aeroplane were to use the bird-like wings, it would cut 42m 

tonnes from the world's annual aeroplane emissions of 705m tonnes. 

Another aviation innovation could eventually eliminate the sector's CO2 emissions 

altogether. Solar-powered plane, Solar Impulse, is fuelled not by petroleum but by solar 

energy. "It has unlimited endurance", explains André Borschberg, Solar Impulse's co-

founder. "It can fly for weeks and months without stopping to fuel because it collects its 

energy from the sun. The energy it collects during the daylight hours is enough to power it 

during hours of darkness as well." Borschberg, a Swiss businessman, is also a former 

fighter pilot. Four years ago, he set the record for the world's longest solar-powered flight, 

when he flew the Solar Impulse I plane for 26 hours straight. 

The company has now built Solar Impulse 2, which Borschberg and his co-founder Bertrand 

Piccard plan to pilot around the world in the first-ever circumnavigation by solar aircraft next 

year. The aeroplane, a single-seater, made its maiden voyage earlier this June. Though it 

weighs only as much as an average car, it has a 72 metre wingspan, making it wider than a 

Boeing 747. Most importantly, it features no fuel tank but instead 17,000 solar cells that are 

built into the wings and supply four electric motors with renewable energy. 

Zero fossil fuel consumption is, of course, a gigantic aviation leap. But a single-seater plane 

will hardly make a dent on the aviation business. That, Borschberg explains, is not even the 

company's intention right now. "It takes a long time to change things in the aviation 

business, and of course making a solar jumbojet will take a long time", he explains. "Every 

aspect has to go through many rounds of testing. For now, we want to use the plane as an 

ambassador for fuel efficiency. If we used energy in this way in different sectors, we could 

reduce our consumption by 50%." 

<Source> 

Green Technology Spotlight: 

Biodynamic Cement Purifies the Air 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

Last year we wrote about a hospital in Mexico City that has a façade that literally purifies 

surrounding air - now there's another one in Milan, Italy.   

The 6-story Palazzo Italia has a similar appearance to its predecessor. Crowned by a glass 

canopy of solar panels, the façade is designed to look like a petrified forest with 2200 tons 

of photocatalytic concrete. The architects say it mimics the role of trees by cleaning the air.  

Like the building in Mexico City, the materials react with sunlight to break down nitrogen 

oxide within 2.5 meters of its surface. About 80% of the materials are recycled and a 

company called Italcementi makes the concrete. Because of its air purifying 

ability, Chicago is experimenting with it to pave roads.      

"The entire outdoor surface and part of the interiors will consist of i.active Biodynamic 

cement panels," says Italcementi. 

"In direct sunlight, the active 

principle contained in the material 

'captures' certain pollutants present 

in the air and converts them into 

inert salts, helping to purify the 

atmosphere from smog." 

Palazzo Italia will be the 

centerpiece of the Universal 

Exposition of 2015: Feeding the 

Planet, Energy for Life, expected to 

draw 20 million visitors with a focus 

on how to feed the planet in the 

face of shrinking resources. At 

almost 100,000 square feet, it has a central square, offices and meeting rooms, and 

temporary restaurants during the Expo. Afterwards, the structure will remain as an icon of 

sustainable design. Architects Nemesi & Partners won an international competition to 

design the pavilion.  

Other innovative building designs we've written about include an algae-covered apartment 

building in Hamburg, Germany, a skyscraper in Indonesia that's shooting for net-zero 

energy, and a tower in Taiwan.   

<Source> 

Self-cooling solar cells to last longer 
Zee News  

What if a solar cell could keep itself cool even in the blistering heat of the sun?  

By adding a specially patterned layer of silica glass to the surface of ordinary solar cells, a 
team of researchers has found a way to let solar cells cool themselves by shedding 
unwanted thermal radiation.  

This paves the way for developing high-efficiency, long-lasting solar cells.  

For every one-degree Celsius increase in temperature, the efficiency of a solar cell declines 
by about half a percent.  

"That decline is very significant. The solar cell industry invests significant amounts of capital 
to generate improvements in efficiency," informed Aaswath Raman, a postdoctoral scholar 
at Stanford University. 

Under normal operating conditions, solar cells can easily reach temperatures of 55 degrees 
Celsius or more.  

Actively cooling solar cells by ventilation or coolants would be prohibitively expensive and at 
odds with the need to optimize exposure to the sun.  

The newly-proposed design embeds tiny pyramid- and cone-shaped structures on an 
incredibly thin layer of silica glass.  

With this, researchers found a way of redirecting unwanted heat - in the form of infrared 
radiation - from the surface of solar cells through the atmosphere and back into space.  

"Our new approach can lower the operating temperature of solar cells passively, improving 
energy conversion efficiency significantly and increasing the life expectancy of solar cells," 
explained Linxiao Zhu, a physicist at Stanford University. 

"These two benefits should enable the continued success and adoption of solar cell 
technology," added Shanhui Fan, an electrical engineering professor at Stanford.  

Silica is transparent to visible light, but it is also possible to fine-tune how it bends and 
refracts light of specific wavelengths.  

"A carefully designed layer of silica glass would not degrade the performance of the solar 
cell, but it would enhance radiation at the predetermined thermal wavelengths to send the 
solar cell's heat away more effectively," Fan concluded.  

The research was published in the journal Optica. 

 
<Source> 

German test pilot Markus Scherdel steers the solar-powered Solar Impulse 2 aircraft for its maiden flight in 

Switzerland. Photograph: Denis Balibouse/AP 
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India supports Dearman Engine 

Gas World 

Support for the Dearman Engine liquid air technology as a solution to the challenges of 
postharvest food losses and air pollution gained prominence recently, following events in 
both the UK and India. 

This began with a call for urgent attention to cold chain development, discussed at the two-
day Clean and Cool Summit on June 30 and July 1 in London, organised by the Liquid Air 
Energy Network (LAEN) and hosted by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE). 
Alongside the Summit, the IMechE’s Head of Energy and Environment, Dr. Tim Fox, 
launched the Institution’s latest report, A Tank of Cold: Cleantech Leapfrog to a More Food 
Secure World. 

The report explains how, in developing countries like India, up to 50% of perishable food is 
lost before ever reaching a plate because cold chains are rudimentary or non-existent. Dr. 
Fox, the lead author, stated, “One in eight people on the planet goes to bed hungry every 
night. That shocking fact is made worse when you consider that a third to a half of the food 
produced globally is never eaten.” 

Where cold chains are developing – in megacities such as Beijing and Delhi – the delivery 
component is powered by highly polluting diesel transport refrigeration units (TRUs), which 
contribute to chronic and toxic smog. Outdoor pollution has caused 600,000 premature 
deaths in India in a single year. 

At the Summit, delegates including government officials from India, Malaysia and Tanzania, 
multinationals and academics discussed the next steps towards the creation of a joined-up 
‘cold economy.’ 

In particular, the Tanzania Horticultural Association commended the work done by the 
Dearman Engine Company and stated their desire to partner with Dearman on an eco-
friendly solution for transport refrigeration. 

According to Eric Trachtenberg, Director of Food & Agriculture at McLarty Associates, 
studies of Tanzania have shown that using liquid air in the transport of passion fruit in the 
country could halve the cost of the refrigeration system. Trachtenberg commented, “Liquid 
air technologies will make it cheaper to make the necessary expansions in the cold chain” 
and Jacqueline Mkindi of the Tanzania Horticultural Association added “the majority of 
farmers are small farmers and liquid air can help them. The Dearman engine could 
transform prospects in Africa.” 

The ‘need for clean’ was a strong theme across the event.  One of the key statistics quoted 
in the report was that diesel-powered TRUs emit 29 times the amount of particulate matter 
(PM) as the primary engine of a modern diesel truck. Eric Trachtenberg highlighted how 
liquid air uses fewer resources, could reduce PM and NOx emissions, offer more reliable 
energy access in countries where grid-based power can be unreliable, and offer better price 
stability too. 

Toby Peters, Senior Group Managing Director of the Dearman Engine Company, has been 
invited to present the technology to industrial leaders and government officials in a special 
seminar at the British High Commission in Pune in December. He said, “On the evidence of 
the presentations given at the Summit and our meetings in India, demand for liquid air 
technologies from developing countries would far exceed the demand from within the UK. 
As well as supporting cold chain development in countries like India this has a real benefit 
for UK PLC, with the potential of even more British jobs.” 

“We know that the Dearman engine and liquid air are exciting and important options for 
developing cold chains around the world, but this recent support is exactly the validation we 
need. As the Dearman engine undergoes on-vehicle testing this summer, we will be working 
hard over the coming months to ensure the technology is ready to go into manufacturing 
and into market.” 

<Source> 

CSMCRI develops green plastic from 

bio-fuel residue 

Business Standard  

Bhavnagar-based research institute Central Salt and Marine Chemicals Research Institute 
(CSMCRI) has developed a 'green plastic' using the residues of bio-fuel that is made from a 
tropical weed jatropha. What's more, the institute has been granted an European patent for 
its bio-degradable plastic in January this year. 

"We had initiated a research on using the residue of bio-diesel to be converted to 
plastic.The idea of green plastic came as a result of our concern to effectively utilize the 
crude glycerol which is the byproduct of the Jatropha biodiesel," said S Mishra, principal 
scientist, CSMCRI. 

Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) and CSMCRI have started research 
related to the development of 'green plastic' in 2005 during the second phase of the project 
entitled 'Biofuels from eroded soils of India" sponsored by Daimler Chrysler, Germany. 

More than 500 gms. of green plastic has already been produced in the laboratory at gram 
scale which was distributed to some firms for research analysis and studies on its further 
applications in bio-medical area. "Now ,our target is to scale up the process from gram to 
kilogram scale per batch production. Besides, we are also trying to improve 
functional/physical properties of the product," she added. 

Recently, European patent has been granted in January 2014 for the process of bioplastics 
made by CSIR-CSMCRI (Grant no. EP 2475754 B1). Tests conducted on the polymers 
have shown that they completely degrade in moist soil within three months. 

A senior ex-scientist associated with the institute claimed that such plastics can find suitable 
use in the automotive industry, and by replacing conventional plastics with biodegradable 
plastics could enhance the 'green' content of a car. However, institute sources confirmed 
that so far no car manufacturer has shown any interest to test it on their vehicles. 

Meanwhile, the institute along with certain other premier institutes has also been working on 
exploring the feasibility of developing microalgal bio-fuels from marine strains of micro-algae 
found abundantly along the coastline of India. Micro-algae are a group of microscopic life 
forms in moist environments, and the lipids stored in these can be extracted through 
suitable methods and then can be converted into biodiesel by chemical means. 

"Microalgal biodiesel have some distinct advantages over using plants for making biodiesel. 
The most significant advantage of microalgal among these is their faster growth rate and the 
ability to utilize seawater or even polluted waste-water streams for their growth instead of 
agricultural land & water," Mishra explained adding that they also do not feed the 'food vs. 
fuel' debate as they do not utilize the resources needed for growth of food crops. 

The first phase of the project on "Biofuel from marine microalgae" was aimed at developing 
a scalable process for producing biofuel from marine microalgae. 

<Source> 

World Bank to invest $775 million in 

clean energy projects across India 

Shuchi Srivastava, ET Bureau  

MUMBAI: The World Bank plans to 
invest $775 million in clean-energy 
projects across India, even as it expects 
that the new government's plan to give 
fiscal and policy support to the sector will 
galvanise further investment in renewable 
energy. 

"The support shown by the new 
government towards clean energy is quite 
encouraging and is expected to give the 
much-needed push to the sector and 

unlock pending investments," said Ashish 
Khanna, lead energy specialist at the 
multilateral funding institution. 

"The World Bank is ready to partner with the government in scaling up sustainable clean 
energy investments." 

Minister for Power, Coal and Renewable Energy Piyush Goyal recently said that the 
potential and scope of renewable sources were a part of the government's vision for 
ensuring energy security. 

Narendra Taneja, national convener of the BJP's energy cell, told ET earlier that the ruling 
party "strongly believes that renewable energy will play a pivotal role in bringing power to 
every household in the country". 

India's clean-energy sector has attracted interest of international investors. Recently, 
companies such as Welspun Energy and Renew Power saw investment from General 
Electric, Asian Development Bank and Goldman Sachs. 

Gevorg Sargsyan, programme manager for climate investment fund at the bank, said it had 
approved two projects for investment - a $100 million Himachal Pradesh development policy 
loan and the $200 million Rajasthan renewable energy transmission investment programme 
implemented by the Asian Development Bank. 

According to the World Bank, the climate investment fund provides middle-income countries 
with highly concessional resources to explore options to scale up the demonstration, 
deployment and transfer of low-carbon technologies in renewable energy, energy efficiency 
as well as sustainable transport. 

India has substantially increased its share of clean-energy projects, said Khanna. But, in 
order to achieve the targets of its own national solar mission, the government must provide 
long-term clarity in policy, regulations and financial support mechanisms and encourage 
sustained commercial lending from financial institutions, he added. 

 

<Source> 
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National Solar Mission back with a bang 
Business Standard  

After facing delays, trade disputes and industry tiffs, the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar 

Mission (JNNSM) appears to be back on track. 

The ministry of new and renewable energy (MNRE) has issued guidelines for setting up 

1,500 Mw of solar power plants, the largest tender issued till now. It has also roped in NTPC 

Vidyut Vyapar Nigam (NVVN) to expedite the phase and meet the mission's targets. 

NVVN would also bundle the solar power generated with cheaper conventional power and 

sell at an average rate. 

"The selection of grid-connected solar photovoltaic (PV) projects of 1,500 Mw total capacity 

shall be carried out by NVVN through a transparent, tariff (rate)-based reverse bidding 

process. NVVN will purchase the power from the successful developers at their bid tariff and 

sell bundled power to distribution companies/utilities/other bulk consumers," say the 

guidelines issued by MNRE. 

NVVN is the trading arm of the nation's largest thermal power producer, NTPC. It was 

responsible for carrying out the very first bidding of the JNNSM, in 2010. 

That helped the solar power rates go down from Rs 17 a unit to Rs 10-12 a unit. 

Subsequently, the cost of solar power has come down to Rs 6.5-7 a unit, a 60 per cent 

decline in three years. The previous batch of bids under JNNSM had a fixed rate of Rs 5.45 

a unit, supported with viability gap funding. 

"We are hopeful that during this bidding, the rate would come down to at least Rs 5 a unit. 

There are now serious players in the sector, expected to bid aggressively," said Tarun 

Kapoor, joint secretary, MNRE. He said the tender process would take off as soon as 

consultations with the stakeholders concluded, most likely by the end of August. 

The government is also hopeful of achieving grid parity that is solar power at the same cost 

as conventional power, by 2017, scaling down from the earlier target of 2022. 

The mission guideline has divided the phase target in two portions. "In order to avoid the 

difficulty that may arise in achieving financial closure of projects, selection of PV projects 

shall be done in a phased manner. The total capacity of solar PV projects to be selected in 

the first tranche, in FY2014-15, will be 750 Mw. The projects for the remaining capacity of 

50 Mw for solar PV projects will be selected in the second tranche, that is, in FY2015-16," 

say the guidelines. 

<ReadMore> 

Polaris Bags 'Best Implementation of 
Green IT' Award at National IT Leadership 
and Excellence Award Ceremony 
Business Wire India  

Polaris Financial Technology Limited, a leader in financial technology products, solutions 

and services that enable unprecedented operational productivity for the global Financial 

Services, was awarded the 'Best implementation of Green IT' award at the National IT 

Leadership and Excellence Award ceremony by the Asia Outsourcing Congress. The grand 

ceremony was held at Malabar, Taj Lands End, Bandstand, Bandra (W), Mumbai. 

The National IT Leadership & Excellence Awards is a benchmark to recognize excellence 

throughout IT industry. The award focuses on the contribution of Individuals, Projects, and 

Organizations that have excelled in the use and development of IT. Through this award, 

Asia Outsourcing Congress recognizes Polaris for taking the impactful effort in reducing 

harmful effects on the environment and in creating a green and sustainable IT ecosystem. 

Polaris was given this award for its consistent efforts on direct power reduction and for 

reducing carbon emission amounting to over 3517 tons. For easier comprehension, this 

equates to the effort of planting 17585 trees per annum. 

Polaris is focused on Go Green in all aspects of IT, from procurement to operations to all 

the way to disposal, and all the stages in between. Out of many ways we enable Go Green, 

below are some of the unique and/or most effective ways 

Polaris shuts down its two unused servers over the weekend to improve data center energy 

efficiency and to drive its green initiatives forward.  Less power consumption results in 

reduction of carbon emission, and heat output. This reduces carbon emission on a regular 

basis and helps in protecting the environment. 

Polaris promotes Video Conferencing (VC) within the organization and with clients across 

the globe. This initiative saves the energy spent on travelling and associated costs. 

The economic gain that Polaris accrues due to its Green IT initiatives enable approximate 

savings of INR 6 crores per year on power and travel costs. 

Receiving the award, Shashi Mohan, CIO and CTO, Polaris Financial Technology Limited 

said, “We are delighted to receive the 'Best Implementation Green IT award' as a part of our 

effective green initiatives implemented. Most organizations replace old RISC based servers 

and initiate server visualization as part of their ‘Go Green’ initiatives in their data centers. 

These basics are now into Polaris' DNA. We, in Polaris, started a very unique way of Go 

Green by 'Weekend Shutdown of the unused Servers: switch off the lights, the ones not 

needed and when not needed'. We strongly believe in the advantages of Video 

Conferencing and propagate the same, within the organization, and, with our customers. 

This has enabled us to reduce unnecessary travel across locations.” 

<ReadMore> 

Rubber dam for sustainable production 
The Hindu  

Checkdams are mainly used for soil and water conservation in watersheds. In India, several 
types of these are being used for regulating water supply in watersheds which in turn help in 
assured water supply to vegetation. 

Generally check dams are made up of cement base and are inelastic in nature. To give 
more flexibility in release and control of water flow across the streams, research efforts were 
made at the Directorate of Water Management, Bhubaneswar to fabricate rubber sheets 
instead of cement material. 

As a result, five rubber dams were installed at different locations of Khurda district, Odisha. 
These are the first indigenous rubber dams in the country. 

As an innovative hydraulic structure, the rubber dam consists of four parts : i) a rubberised 
fabric dam body; ii) a concrete foundation; iii) a control room housing mechanical and 
electrical equipment, such as air blower/ water pump, automatic inflation and deflation 
mechanism; and iv) an inlet/outlet piping system. 

The dam height can be raised up to 1.5 m by filling water through inlet pipe (inflation 
mechanism) and it can be lowered to base level by releasing the water through outlet pipe 
(deflation mechanism). 

Main advantages are better erosion and flood control during excess water flow. It also 
provides cushion as a reservoir for storing water during scanty rainfall and can be used 
during drought. 

The assured irrigation created by rubber dams helped in enhancing crop productivity at 
Baghamari and Chandeswar in Odisha. 

The average productivity of rice in kharif season at Baghamari was enhanced from 2.87 
tonnes/ha to 4.67 tonnes/ha. 

The average productivity of green gram in rabi season at Baghamari was enhanced from 
0.63 tonnes/ha to 0.92 tonnes/ha and the productivity of sunflower and cucumber in rabi 
season are 0.84 tonnes/ha and 4.3 tonnes/ha respectively. 

<Source> 

Eureka Forbes Makes Water from Air 
AFAQs  

Eureka Forbes, a water purifying brand, is running an experiential campaign in Mumbai with 

Aquaguard Canters, where it forms water with air. 

Water conservation is an important subject, although it is not top-of-the-mind for the 

common man. With India is facing problems such as water shortage or contamination, the 

need of the hour is to look for more non-conventional ways of sourcing and utilising water to 

do away with the scarcity and contamination. 

A government report projects that by 2015, 334 million Indians will lack access to safe 

drinking water. Also the Indian Meteorological Department (MET) has forecasted this year's 

monsoon to be the lowest in four years. 

In a bid to spread awareness on the need to combat water scarcity, Eureka Forbes has 

undertaken an on-ground campaign demonstrating innovative and alternative ways to 

produce pure drinking water from air. 

The unique, experiential campaign introduces a breakthrough technology that converts thin 

air to pure, healthy drinking water. The air water generator is designed and developed by 

Aquaguard, a water purifier brand in collaboration with Mumbai-based WaterMaker. 

On an average, Aquaguard Canters (each Canter will tour 16 strategic locations in Mumbai) 

convert 120 litres or 500 glasses of pure, healthy water from air. The WaterMaker machine 

uses refrigeration techniques, capturing water vapour before it touches the earth and 

provides a localized source of pure water without any connection to pipes or catch basins. It 

works on electricity or alternate sources of energy to condense, collect, filter and dispense 

pure, healthy drinking water. The machine works most effectively in warm areas with high 

humidity. 

The air water generator is designed to produce water as per the rated capacity when 

average temperature is 25ºC-32ºC and relative humidity is between 70 and 75 per cent Rh. 

The output goes up with an increase in humidity and vice versa. The large atmospheric 

water generators in the machine have inbuilt chiller systems to maintain the temperature of 

the water at 8ºC-13ºC. 

Speaking about the initiative, Marzin R. Shroff, CEO, direct sales and senior VP, marketing, 

Eureka Forbes, says, "Our Aquaguard air-to-water initiative is in line with our mission to 

provide a safe, healthy and happy environment to our consumers. This campaign is an 

endeavour to showcase futuristic and market-changing concepts which will safeguard both 

consumer and environment interests." The activation is carried out by the Orchard 

Advertising, an activation arm of Leo Burnett.Eureka Forbes is a part of Shapoorji Pallonji 

Group and its product portfolio encompasses water purification, vacuum cleaning, air 

purification and home security solutions. It has a reach of over 450 cities and towns in India 

and a global footprint across 35 countries. 

<Source> 
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Startup ties up with ragpickers to use 
waste for running green 3D printer  
Economic Times  

Narendra Modi may have never heard of Sidhant Pai, but if the young MIT graduate's plans 
remain on track then the 21-year-old may unwittingly become an ally in the Indian prime 
minister's push to clean up Indian cities. In the run up to the general election, Modi had 
made making Indian cities world-class one of his key poll promises. Along with impressive 
skyscrapers and airports, cleanliness is a common factor of all great cities.  

Which is where a startup like Pai's Protoprint with its innovative solution to transform plastic 
waste into raw material for 3D printers makes a difference. The Pune-based startup, the first 
of its kind in India, has tied up with ragpickers who bring in waste they collect from various 
parts of the city to a site run by Protoprint.  

At the site, the plastic materials are segregated and fed into the FlakerBot, a machine built 
from scratch by Pai to shred the plastic. From there, the shredded plastic moves to the 
RefilBot, also built by Pai, which converts it into filaments that is used as raw material to 
print objects in a 3D printer.  

"We designed them (the machines) specifically to be low cost," said Pai, who started up 
through grants and the fellowship money that he received, apart from his work on projects 
like building an affordable solar cell phone charger in Nicaragua and pedal powered butter 
churn in Tanzania during his first two years at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 
United States. "As an environmental engineer I wanted to bring technology to the masses."  

Of the total investment of $110,000 in the startup, non-profit global investment firm Echoing 
Green put in about $80,000, said Pai. So far, different commercial 3D printers used 
filaments of various sizes as raw material. Pai is now trying to change this by standardising 
the sizes and quality of the filaments. Deepak Raj of Bangalore-based 3D printing design 
factory Df3d said there is a certain chemical composition that has to be met for a filament to 
work in a particular 3D printer, stressing on the difficulty in developing a standardised 
filament. "It's very interesting how this (standardisation of filament) is being done. It is quite 
difficult," said Raj.  

Protoprint is working as the first officially certified producer with UK-based charity 
organisation Techfortrade's The Ethical Filament Foundation, an initiative that partners with 
organisations worldwide to aid the manufacturing of ethical 3D printer material from recycled 
plastic waste.  

Globally, there are a few precedents. While Italy-based Ewe Industries has developed a 
machine that turns any recycled plastic into filament, UK's Omnidynamics recently raised 
£64,369 on crowdfunding platform Kickstarter to develop its filament maker.  

<ReadMore> 

Coca-Cola, TERI University fund water 
management schooling in India 
The Daily Star  

Beverage giant Coca-Cola has established a department on water studies at India's TERI 
University in a bid to tackle the challenges regarding water sustainability. 

The Coca-Cola Department of Regional Water Studies also aims to help scientifically 
manage water resources in India with the help of research and development as well as build 
capability for various stakeholders who can influence policy and implement research 
effectively. 

It will examine water issues in an interdisciplinary framework, bringing in cultural, 
educational and scientific factors as well as religious, ethical, social, political, legal, 
institutional and economic dimensions towards a better, holistic approach to water 
management. 

The department is supported by funds from the Coca-Cola Foundation and TERI University, 
said Asim Parekh, vice-president of Coca-Cola's India and Southwest Asia Business Unit. 

Freshwater is a subject of immediate attention and concern across the world. “All of us need 
to come together to address these issues.” 

Parekh said Coca-Cola by establishing the department is trying to create a centre of 
excellence that will provide people that have the right skill set to address all the issues 
regarding freshwater. 

The department will provide MTech, MSc, post-graduate diploma, PhD and a certificate 
course. The courses are open to students and professionals who are graduates or 
equivalent from any branch of engineering. 

Postgraduates from environmental science, physics, mathematics, statistics, chemistry, 
geology, atmospheric science, economics and geography can also apply. 

Parekh said the partnership brings together the golden triangle of government, business 
and civil society with academia. “We hope that this department will lead in the field of water 
governance.” 

“Coca-Cola believes that through this partnership with TERI University, we can contribute to 
the creation of human resource capital in the area of water management as well as help in 
research and development on water management.” 

In the first phase, the Atlanta-based company will be supporting the department with an 
endowment of $750,000. 

Parekh thinks 21st century business entities must create shared value for shareholders, 
stakeholders and local communities, as the problems that the world now faces are too large 
for any single entity to solve. 

“As a leading business organisation, we consider it our responsibility to play a role in issues 
of water management, sustainable packaging and sustainable agriculture.” 

<ReadMore> 

Indo-US group to work very closely on 
climate change: Javadekar 
Zee News 

Terming the Indo-US Joint Working Group as an "important platform" for addressing 
environment and sustainable development concerns, Environment minister Prakash 
Javadekar Wednesday said the group needs to work "very closely" and develop common 
understanding and balanced package for post 2020 period.  

Javadekar today met the US Special Envoy Climate Change Todd Stern and discussed a 
sequence of events in the run up to the Conference of the Parties (CoP) in Paris next year 
which was followed by the first meeting of the India US Joint Working Group on combating 
Climate Change.  

Stressing that both the countries have "experience and technologies", Javadekar said that 
the best practices can be shared by both the nations and hoped the joint partnership to go 
ahead and become "very active" cooperation partners in days to come.  

"In view of the 2015 agreement on climate change, the group needed to work very closely 
and develop common understanding for ambitious and balanced package for post 2020 
period. The Joint Working Group would also establish coordination on Mitigation and 
Adaptation aspects," he told reporters after the meeting.  

"We can collaborate because essentially both countries have experience and different kinds 
of technologies. We can share many best practices," he said, adding he was confident that 
there would be some kind of agreed outcome which would limit the global temperature rise 
under two degrees Celsius.  

Javadekar said the group may consider other issues related to phasing out of Hydro-fluoro 
carbon and may consider discussing both scientific and technical aspects of the issue to 
prepare a common strategy.  

"The Group may consider other issues related to phase out of Hydro-fluoro carbon which is 
a green house gas but substitutes ozone depleting substance and has much higher GWP. 
The Working Group may consider discussing both scientific and technical aspects of the 
issue to prepare a common strategy," he said.  

Asserting that Prime Minister Narendra Modi has a "strong record of engagement" on clean 
energy and climate change in Gujarat, Stern said both countries were looking forward to 
"still more" important relationship going forward. 

"There is obviously a new Prime Minister Narendra Modi who has a strong record of 
engagement on clean energy and climate change in Gujarat and who has already indicated 
in a number of ways the priorities that he intends to assign to these issues.  

"US and India who have had a very constructive partnership on these issues in the past 
years have every basis for looking forward to still more important relationship going 
forward," he said.  

Stern said both nations were discussing multi-lateral issues relating to international climate 
negotiations that would culminate at the end 2015 in Paris as well various kinds of bilateral 
cooperations. 

"I think we meet at a propitious moment. President Barak Obama is leading an intensive 
engagement focussed both on whole set of policies related to mitigation. 

"The most important of which was the recent announcement of new EPA rules regarding the 
reduction of emissions in our entire power sector but a whole host of policies in many 
different sectors which are part of the President's climate action plan," Stern said.  

Javadekar, while replying to a question on India's earlier stance of refusing to carbon limits 
and would there be a different stance in Paris, said essentially the Kyoto arrangement was 
not India's demand.  

"It was a globally accepted regime. We are taking our own actions. We are positive on that 
agenda. We are making our economy a green economy. We are moving on the path of 
cleaner energy and besides that we are achieving energy efficiency in practically every 
sector of the economy.  

"We want to march ahead very confidently on that. We want the technologies to flow freely 
and the development funds which the developed world has promised also to flow freely so 
that things can be achieved. That is what we expect. But we are always positive on the 
climate debate," he said. 

The Minister said that deliberations on important activities in the areas of clean Energy, 
smart grid and energy efficiency, development of technology, sharing of information on best 
practices on adaptation measures were done during the meeting.  

Highlighting the IPCC 5th Assessment Report, Javadekar said that non-availability of water 
was an important concern for mankind and called on the joint group to work together on 
various technologies for enhancing water use efficiency, conservation of water resources 
and ground water recharging.  

The Minister further said that REDD+ issues had gained momentum through adoption of 
various decisions by COPs in its previous sessions.  

"In view of this the management practice responsible for enhancing eco system services, 
carbon sequestration and protection of bio-diversity required significant research and 
development activities. This would form part of deliberations of the Joint Working Group," he 
said.  

Javadekar said Prime Minister Narendra Modi was much committed to climate change 
debate and initiatives.  

"Therefore for the first time in India, the Environment and Forest ministry is now  

Environment, Forest and Climate change ministry. The added nomenclature gives the 
importance that we place in all these climate change mitigation and adaptation efforts.  

<ReadMore> 

 Business Sustainability News                                                                  National 

http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/news/startup-ties-ragpickers-use-waste-running-green-3d-printer
http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/news/coca-cola-teri-university-fund-water-management-schooling-india
http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/news/indo-us-group-work-very-closely-climate-change-javadekar
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Forthcoming Events 

2014 4th International Conference 

on Energy and Environmental 

Science (ICEES 2014) 

4th to 5th September 2014  

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  

2014 4th International Conference on Energy and Environmental Science (ICEES 

2014) will be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia during September 4-5, 2014, it is co-

sponsored by University Putra Malaysia, Polytechnic University Puerto Rico, Chengdu 

Young Education & Consultancy, and IACSIT. The aim objective of ICEES 2014 is to 

provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial 

professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development 

activities in Energy and Environmental Science. This conference provides 

opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and application experiences 

face to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global partners for 

future collaboration. 

ICEES 2014 is the premier forum for the presentation of new advances and research 

results in the fields of theoretical, experimental, and applied Energy and 

Environmental Science. The conference will bring together leading researchers, 

engineers and scientists in the domain of interest from around the world. The major 

topics of conference are: Sustainable/ renewable energy, Behavior of and impacts of 

pollutants in atmosphere, soil and water, Management of ecosystems, environment 

and water resources, Alternative Energy and the Environment, Assessments of the 

condition of ecosystems and environmental quality, Modeling and regional 

environmental assessments and Treatment/restoration of ecosystems, environment 

and water resources 

<ReadMore> 

 

2014 7th International Conference 

on Environmental and Computer 

Science (ICECS 2014) 

September 15-16, 2014,  

Paris, France 

2014 7th International Conference on Environmental and Computer 

Science (ICECS 2014) will be held during September 15-16, 2014, Paris, France. 

ICECS 2014 is to bring together innovative academics and industrial experts in the 

field of Environmental and Computer Science to a common forum. 

The primary goal of the conference is to promote research and developmental 

activities in Environmental and Computer Science. Another goal is to promote 

scientific information interchange between researchers, developers, engineers, 

students, and practitioners working in Taipei and abroad. The conference will be held 

every year to make it an ideal platform for people to share views and experiences in 

Environmental and Computer Science and related areas. ICECS 2014 will be premier 

forum for the presentation of new advances and research results in the fields of 

Environmental and Computer Science. The conference will bring together leading 

researchers, engineers and scientists in the domain of interest from around the world. 

Topics of interest for conference include various topics directly associated with 

environment. 

<ReadMore>  

 

Global Business Sustainability 

Conference 2014 

24th to 26th September 2014 

Saginaw, Michigan, USA 

 

Saginaw Valley State University is hosting an international business sustainability 

conference titled “Global Business Sustainability Conference 2014” with Lady Shri 

Ram College, University of Delhi. The Global Business Sustainability conference is 

scheduled to be held from Tuesday, Sept. 23 to Friday, Sept. 25 at its campus, 7400 

Bay in Kochville Township, MI, USA. Speakers include Linda Kennan, Dow Corning 

Corp. vice president for corporate stewardship at Dow Corning, Debashis Kanungo, 

Tata Consultancy Services global head of talent transformation and management and 

Bo Miller, Dow Chemical Co. global director of corporate citizenship.  

The event will include two multi-session tracks, one for academic scholars and another 

for business professionals. Scholars will present original research on a broad range of 

business sustainability issues in the academic track. Business leaders will share case 

studies and experiences with implementing sustainable business practices in a variety 

of industries in the professional track. Sessions will focus on sustainability in 

agribusiness, the automotive industry, construction, entrepreneurship, energy, family 

business, information technology and business in India. 

<ReadMore> 

 

2014 2nd International Conference 

on Renewable Energy and 

Environment (ICREE 2014) 

September 27-28, 2014, 

Bali, Indonesia 

 

2nd International Conference on Renewable Energy and Environment (ICREE 2014) 

will be held during September 27-28, 2014, Bali, Indonesia. ICREE 2014, is to bring 

together innovative academics and industrial experts in the field of Renewable Energy 

and Environment to a common forum. 

The primary goal of the conference is to promote research and developmental 

activities in Renewable Energy and Environment. Another goal is to promote scientific 

information interchange between researchers, developers, engineers, students, and 

practitioners. The conference will be held every year to make it an ideal platform for 

people to share views and experiences in Renewable Energy and Environment and 

related areas.  

ICREE 2014 is the premier forum for the presentation of new advances and research 

results in the fields of theoretical, experimental, and applied Renewable Energy and 

Environment. The conference will bring together leading researchers, engineers and 

scientists in the domain of interest from around the world. Major tracks of the 

conference are Wind Energy Applications, Hydropower Applications, Photovoltaic 

Technology and Solar Thermal Applications. 

<ReadMore> 

 

http://www.icees.org/index.html
http://www.icecs.org/index.html
http://www.gbsc2014.in/
http://www.icree.net/index.html
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